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Abstract
Abstract
This thesis presents the initiation of a multi-site photometric programme to examine the
extraordinary behaviour displayed by 18 R Coronae Borealis (RCB) stars in the Magellanic
Clouds (MCs). RCB stars exhibit a unique variability whereby they undergo rapid declines
of up to several magnitudes. The decline may take several weeks, whereas the recovery
to maximum light may take months or even years. The accepted wisdom for the cause of
these enigmatic declines is a phenomenon whereby dust formed in the stellar environment
reduces the brightness by as much as eight magnitudes (Clayton 1996). This is followed by
the recovery phase during which the dust becomes homogeneously distributed in the stellar
environment.
The monitoring programme comprised the collection of UBVRI photometric data using
five telescopes located at three different southern hemisphere longitudes (Las Campanas
Observatory in Chile, Mount John University Observatory (MJUO) in New Zealand and the
Southern African Large Telescope (SALT) in South Africa).
The Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE), that operates at Las Campanas
Observatory, provided the longest extent of data (December 1994 to February 2008). This
was supplemented by data collected with telescopes at MJUO (September 2007 to January
2008) and SALTICAM on SALT (October 2007 to February 2008). Data calibration across
the five instruments was a key element of the analysis, and entailed the use of F116 (an F
region standard star) and other tertiary standards.
Two important RCB characteristics, the enigmatic declines and the pulsational variabil-
ity, form the bulk of the analysis presented in this thesis. Examination of the data acquired
in the V and I filters resulted in the identification of a total of 18 RCB declines occurring in
four stars (three stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and one in the Small Magellanic
Cloud (SMC)). Construction of colour-magnitude diagrams (V -I vs V ), during the recovery
to maximum light were undertaken in order to study the unique colour behaviour associated
with the RCB declines. The combined recovery slope for the four stars was determined to
be [ ∆V
∆(V−I) ] = 3.37 ± 0.24, which is similar to the value of [ ∆V∆(V−I) ] = 3.1 ± 0.1 calculated
for galactic RCB stars (Skuljan et al. 2003). In addition, the slopes calculated for the stars
in the LMC ([ ∆V
∆(V−I) ]LMC = 3.34 ± 0.21) and SMC ([ ∆V∆(V−I) ]SMC = 3.21 ± 0.22) alone, also
agree to within their uncertainty. These results may imply that the nature of the dust (i.e.
the particle size) is similar in both our Galaxy and the MCs.
The pulsation analysis focused on the identification of pulsation periods in nine RCB
stars in the MCs. Two different methods, Fourier analysis and dominant period subtraction,
were employed for this purpose. Periodic variations are apparent in these stars, and for the
majority, a period of around 40 days (common in RCB stars, Lawson et al. 1990, 1994) was
detected using the second identification method. In the future, frequent data collection over
several years, and more sophisticated pulsation identification techniques, will increase the
probability of extracting individual periods from the complex RCB light curves.
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"Watch the stars, and learn from them. To the Master's honour all must turn,
each in its track, without a sound, forever tracing Newton's ground." - Albert
Einstein (1879-1955)

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 R Coronae Borealis stars
The unique and mysterious behaviour displayed by the R Coronae Borealis (RCB) type of
variable stars, makes them arguably one of the most intriguing and fascinating objects extant
in the cosmos. RCB stars are a type of eruptive variable that possess a tendency to undergo
rapid and enigmatic magnitude declines of variable amplitude. They are a rare type of
helium/carbon-rich, and hydrogen-poor supergiant star with only 51 having been identified
in the Galaxy (Tisserand et al. 2008) and a further 26 in the Magellanic Clouds (Alcock et al.
2001). RCB stars can be further separated into two groups: minority and majority. Minority
(cool, Teff≤ 6000K) RCB stars are distinguished from the majority (warm, Teff≥ 6000K) by
their extremely low abundance of iron relative to the majority RCB stars and to the Sun
(Lambert and Rao 1994). The small number of RCB stars observed suggests that they are
either a regular phase of stellar evolution that develops rapidly through this stage, or that
they are uncommon. RCB stars are evolved stars, and although their evolution currently
remains a mystery, it is possible that they may be a product of the final helium flash or the
amalgamation of a binary white dwarf system (see Section 1.5).
The random variability displayed by RCB stars is a rapid decline in the magnitude
followed by a gradual recovery. A decline usually occurs over a time-span of days or weeks
and may be as much as an eight magnitude drop below maximum brightness (Clayton 1996),
whereas the recovery to normal brightness may take months to years. In addition these stars
also portray a smaller variability in their light curves at maximum brightness, which is a
result of the simultaneous occurrence of multiple pulsation frequencies. A detailed discussion
of the mechanism responsible for the deep decreases in magnitude, which are thought to be
induced by the pulsations, is presented in Section 1.3. The perplexing conduct portrayed
by RCB stars is a major drawcard in the advancement of their study, especially since data
collected through large scale microlensing surveys have become available on a regular basis
(refer to Chapter 3).
1
1.2 Historical background
Over two hundred years ago in the small northern constellation of Coronae Borealis (Northern
Crown), Edward Pigott discovered a star that suddenly dropped in brightness by approxi-
mately five magnitudes. This decline occurred over a time-span of about two months, and
it was followed by a gradual recovery to the normal brightness. The star that Pigott (1797)
had observed was named R Coronae Borealis (R CrB), and subsequently an entire class of
variable stars that exhibit this same peculiar and eruptive behaviour have been named in
its honour. This class of star has taken the abbreviation `RCB' to prevent confusion with
the star `R CrB'. The second star classified as exhibiting RCB characteristics was RY Sgr,
discovered by Pickering in 1896. During the 1920s several more galactic RCB stars were
discovered on Harvard Observatory survey plates as a result of their declines.
In 1927 the first extragalactic RCB star (W Mensae, HV 966) was discovered by Luyten
in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). Following this two more RCB stars were discovered in
the LMC within quick succession of each other: HV 5637 by Hodge and Wright (1969), and
HV12842 by Payne-Gaposchkin (1971). Since the advent of MACHO, EROS and OGLE,
which are large scale photometric microlensing surveys, there has been a dramatic rise in
the number of all types of variable stars being discovered. There are currently 77 RCB stars
known, 26 of which reside in the Magellanic Clouds (see Table 1.1), and to this day R CrB
remains the brightest when at maximum light (about 6th magnitude).
The copious studies performed on RCB stars since their discovery in 1797 have resulted
in many astonishing and significant finds. Aside from the fact that they randomly undergo
declines, another major discovery was the lack, and in some cases complete absence, of
hydrogen in their spectra. Studies undertaken by Ludendorff (1906) and Bidelman (1986)
commented on the scarcity of Hγ, Hβ and Hδ lines present in the R CrB spectrum. The first
emission-line spectrum observed during an RCB decline was obtained by Joy and Humason
(1923) and prompted an explanation for the hydrogen deficiency phenomenon whereby the
hydrogen lines were filled-in by partial emission. However, in 1935 Berman analysed spectra
of R CrB and clarified the hydrogen deficiency phenomenon, as well as indicating the high
abundance of carbon in R CrB. This was strengthened by a later study of 18 RCB stars
conducted by Lambert and Rao 1994 which established that 14 of them had a similar chemical
composition, where hydrogen was under abundant by a factor of 105 and carbon was over
abundant by a factor of 10 relative to other typical stars in our Universe.
The first model suggested to explain the reason for the RCB declines was announced
by Loreta (1934) and it was later supported by O'Keefe (1939). This model resolved the
asymmetric shape of the light curves (see Figure 1.1) and the development of the spectra
during a decline by proposing the formation of a carbon dust cloud that obscured the star.
Although a multitude of photometric and spectroscopic observations of RCB stars have been
collected during declines since then - consequently generating a far more refined and detailed
model (Section 1.3) - there is still inadequate information available to determine the process
responsible for activating the declines.
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Figure 1.1: A typical RCB light curve (LMC104.4 60857), based on data presented in this
thesis, displaying a characteristic decline (dots) and recovery (stars) associated with the
obscuration of the photosphere by the formation of dust along the line-of-sight. The green
and black points represent the observations taken in the V and I filters respectively. (The
data used for this figure comes from Figure 5.3 which is discussed in some detail in Chapter
5.)
1.3 Nature of the decline
The unique and asymmetric declines portrayed by the light curves of RCB stars (see Figure
1.1) discriminates them from the few other known stars in our Universe that share a similar
chemical composition. i.e. hydrogen deficient carbon stars (HdC). RCB stars spend the
majority of their lives at maximum brightness and undergo declines at random intervals.
The frequency of the declines varies considerably between different RCB stars. Some stars
rarely decline (e.g. XX Cam has only ever shown one decline) while for others the declines
are far more common (e.g. V854 Cen - as soon as one decline and recovery has passed,
another begins almost immediately (Lawson et al. 1991).
The depth, shape and duration of a decline may differ significantly from one star to
another and from one decline to the next. Since all RCB stars demonstrate common features
in their light curves, they must surely also share a similar mechanism that is responsible for
causing the declines. It is generally thought that the declines are the result of obscuration of
the photosphere by the presence of newly formed amorphous carbon dust along the line-of-
sight, that eclipses the star (Clayton 1996). Each successive small drop in magnitude within
the large decline may be explained by a new dust cloud forming along the line-of-sight. An
example of where this has occurred in our data is shown in Figure 1.2. The mechanism
responsible for gas ejection and the formation of carbon dust, close to the photosphere
- within about 10 − 90 stellar radii, is not yet known (Walker 1985; Whitney et al. 1992).
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However, it is widely believed that the dust condensation is strongly related to the pulsational
variability of RCB stars (Fadeyev 1983).
Figure 1.2: LMC161.3 45704 revealing what appear to be small declines (red and green
points) within a large downward trend in magnitude.
The effective temperature for RCB stars ranges from 4000−7000K (Clayton 1996) which
is indeed an environment that is far too hot for dust grain nucleation to occur. Therefore some
sort of cooling mechanism must be operational. Since all RCB stars show some variability
at maximum magnitude (approximately 0.2 − 0.3mags) with periods ranging from about
40 to 100 days (Section 1.4), it is likely that these fluctuations in magnitude are caused
by the stellar pulsations (Lawson et al. 1992; Clayton 1996). Shock waves, provoked by
the pulsational variability, may be created in the stellar atmosphere and then propagate
into the circumstellar envelope (Bowen 1988). This would result in large local deviations
(low temperature pockets) from radiative equilibrium, thus permitting the process of carbon
nucleation at far greater temperatures than would otherwise be possible (Woitke et al. 1996).
In addition, the suggested dust condensation temperature of 1500K was calculated based
on solar conditions. Donn (1967) showed that the dust condensation temperature increases
with the C/H ratio, and since this is about 10 − 50 times larger in RCB stars than in the
Sun, it is probable that the dust condensation temperature will be considerably higher than
1500K. Clayton (1996) and Woitke et al. (1996) also raised the point that CO may have a
role in triggering the dust formation.
This dust cloud hypothesis is supported by numerous observational data and theoretical
calculations. Pugach (1984) developed an empirical model that revealed how the expansion
of a dust cloud with a constant mass and position in front of the star may explain the
observed light curve and colour variations associated with an RCB decline. Infrared photo-
metric observations also support the dust cloud hypothesis in that no photometric changes
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during the initial decline have been recorded in the infrared part of the spectrum (Clayton
1996). This presumably shows that only a small portion of dust is formed during a single
decline, and that it does not completely surround the star (Clayton 1996). If however, a
thick circumstellar dust cloud did form, an increase in the stellar flux from the infrared
spectral region would be expected in compensation for the decrease in stellar flux at optical
wavelengths during the decline (Feast 1986). This predicted rise is not apparent over the
infrared part of the spectrum (Forrest et al. 1972).
One cannot ignore the fact that all RCB stars exhibit a sizeable infrared excess, thus
indicating emission by material in the 600−900K temperature range (Kilkenny and Whittet
1984). This emission suggests that a small amount of `uniformly' distributed dust persists
in the stellar environment. It is highly probable that its presence is due to a multitude of
dust formations occurring off the line-of-sight, that are then blown away from the star and
become uniformly spread by the stellar radiation pressure. Evidence for this phenomenon is
available intermittently in the broad-line emission spectra of RCB stars, where blue-shifted
high velocity absorption features (100 − 400 km s−1) have been detected early during the
decline and just prior to the return to maximum magnitude (Alexander et al. 1972; Cottrell
et al. 1990). Evidence for multiple dust formations occurring off the line-of-sight may be
obtained by studying the star Y Muscae. It has not recently shown a decline but it still
displays a considerable infrared excess indicating emission by dust and the existence of a
dust shell, thus resembling other RCB stars in the `active' stage (Hesselbach et al. 2003).
Understanding of RCB star mass loss is yet to be achieved, and it is still an area of active
research whereby astronomers are trying to fathom whether mass is lost continuously in
addition to the mass lost by an obscuring dust cloud. Fadeyev (1988) estimated the mean
mass loss rate (dM/d t) during a decline to be in the region of 3×10−8 to 10−6M per year.
Photometric RCB observations acquired during a decline depict intricate colour changes.
Cottrell et al. (1990) categorised the declines as `blue-type' and `red-type'. Heading into the
deepest part of a decline it is possible for the U -B and B -V colours to be either slightly
bluer (`blue-type') or redder (`red-type') than at maximum brightness. As alluded to earlier,
during the recovery phase as the star approaches maximum light, a substantial reddening is
apparent which is the result of an obscuration of the photosphere by the surrounding dust
The blueing that is detectable during the initial decline is a dramatic phenomenon that is
caused by the presence of additional blue flux relative to redder wavelengths. At this point
the star has entered what is known as the chromospheric stage, where the light originates
within the overlying chromosphere in the form of emission lines existing in the 3900Å to
5700Å wavelength range (Clayton et al. 1992; Asplund 1995).
Making spectral observations of RCB stars in a decline produces rich-emission line spectra
of a vastly different nature to the regular absorption-line spectra exhibited between declines.
As the dust cloud conceals the photosphere, the remaining light comes from the chromosphere
and it is postulated that the light excites the neighbouring material thus permitting the
formation of visible emission lines in the spectrum. As the star returns to normal light these
emission lines disappear and the spectrum is once again governed by absorption lines (see
Figure 1.3). Throughout the decline there is a large variation in the number and type of
emission lines observed. Over the years several studies have been conducted in order to
classify the different types of emission lines. In 1972 Alexander et al. performed the first
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study that focused on the evolution of the lines throughout the duration of the decline.
Lines were placed into three unique categories: E1, E2 and BL. Some years later, a study
undertaken by Kameswara Rao et al. (1999) culminated in a different classification system
(sharp emission lines - E2, broad emission lines - BL, onset related lines - E1, and shell
absorption lines) that gave a better representation of all the lines present during a decline.
1.4 RCB pulsations
Studies undertaken on RCB stars to date seem to suggest that they are all pulsating vari-
ables with light curve and radial velocity amplitudes of 0.2 − 0.3mags and 10 − 20 km s−1
respectively (Feast 1975; Fernie et al. 1986; Lawson et al. 1990, 1993; Lawson and Kilkenny
1996). In general, RCB star pulsational periods tend to exist in the 40 − 100 day range,
with the dominant periods falling near 40 days. RY Sgr and V854 Cen have well determined
regular pulsation periods of 38 and 43 days respectively (Clayton 1996). This characteristic
is likely to be associated with the temperature of RCB stars (Cottrell and Lambert 1982;
Lambert and Rao 1994; Pollard et al. 1994). Lawson et al. (1993) and Lawson and Kilkenny
(1996) provided evidence to imply that RCB stars can pulsate in both a radial and a non-
radial fashion. Their light curves represent a complex picture of the multiple periods all
superimposed onto each other.
It is thought that the RCB pulsations are correlated with the time of the deep declines
detected in their light curves. Pugach (1977) and Lawson et al. (1992) have shown that for
the RCB stars RY Sgr and V854 Cen, their decline onset times are linked to their pulsation
period, and that the mass-loss (condensation of dust in the stellar environment) occurs
when the pulsation phase is at maximum light/minimum radius. At present astronomers
have failed to detect a connection between the decline onsets and pulsation periods in R
CrB, but Clayton et al. (1995) have found evidence which indicates that mass-loss occurring
off the line-of-sight is in fact in phase with the light curve. Whether or not the amplitude
of the pulsations play a role in the quantity of mass being lost is still a question for which
an answer has not yet been determined.
1.5 Evolutionary models
Along with the numerous inexplicable phenomena relating to RCB stars, their evolutionary
origin is one such avenue that remains disguised. A low mass star evolving off the main-
sequence (MS) will ascend the red giant branch (RGB) and undergo the He-core flash prior
to its arrival onto the horizontal and subsequently the asymptotic giant branches (AGB).
Following this, the star would progress to a planetary nebula (PN) and then begin a gradual
temperature decrease with its final destination being a white dwarf (WD). This process
is illustrated in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (H-R diagram), Figure 1.4. Although
RCB stars are located at a position in the H-R diagram which suggests that they are in
a post-AGB phase of evolution, this would be implausible considering the short time scale
taken for reaching the PN phase (Asplund et al. 1997b). Achieving the desired chemical
composition (hydrogen-poor) by means of the mass loss which accompanies this particular
7
Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram showing the photometric (left) and spectroscopic (right)
perspectives of dust evolution during an RCB decline (taken from Skuljan (2001)).
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phase of stellar evolution would be challenging. Therefore the problem to be solved is how a
single (or double) star with an intermediate mass can be transformed into a high luminosity
hydrogen deficient star.
Several scenarios have been suggested to explain this process (Clayton 1996). The two
leading models are the Double Degenerate (DD) and Final helium Flash (FF). In the case
of the DD model, a He-white dwarf is accreted onto a CO-white dwarf, both of which are
already in a close binary system. This merger, which is assumed to take only a few days,
results in the production of a single star and the ignition of a helium shell in the accreted
envelope. This results in temperatures ranging from 1.2 − 1.9 × 108K at the base of the
accreted envelope (Clayton et al. 2007). As a result, the generation of energy compels the
star to expand (and cool) to a supergiant size. The amount of available helium in the
shell, and the mass of the envelope at this stage, will dictate the remaining stellar lifetime.
[Hunger et al. (1986) estimated the average lifetime for RCB stars to be about 3 × 104
years.] Following this, the evolution will be similar to the usual post-AGB shrinkage to a
WD (Webbink 1984; Iben and Tutukov 1984; Saio and Jeffery 2000).
The FF model occurs in AGB stars that have retained a helium shell with sufficient mass
to permit a final ignition after descent onto the white dwarf track. This ignition is triggered
by a late/final thermal pulse that drives the star into a cool supergiant state for the second
time (Renzini 1990). The proceeding evolution would be similar to that of other post-AGB
stars (Iben et al. 1983). The FF model suggests a strong link between RCB stars and PN.
Within the last hundred years three objects (V605 Aql, FG Sge and Sakurai's object) have
transformed from hot evolved stars situated at the centre of a PN, through a final flash
outburst, to cool giants with similar spectral properties to RCB stars (Kerber et al. 1999;
Asplund et al. 1999; Clayton and De Marco 1997; Gonzalez et al. 1998). In 1921, two years
after outburst, V605 Aql had a temperature of Teff= 5000K, and since then it has evolved
to its current state of Teff= 95000K (Clayton et al. 2006). At present it demonstrates
no resemblance in abundance to RCB stars. On the other hand, Sakurai's Object which
appeared in 1996, became enshrouded in dust approximately three years after undergoing
the outburst, thus preventing determination of its current stellar properties. In both cases
these objects revealed almost identical characteristics (abundance, temperature and absolute
luminosity) to RCB stars shortly after outburst. However, the extremely short duration that
they portrayed RCB-like properties, makes it doubtful that stars like these are responsible
for the number of RCB stars detected to date (Clayton et al. 2006). In addition, if the FF
model was considered as being correct, then most RCB stars would still be encompassed by
a PN. Although a PN has been detected around R CrB and UW Cen (Pollacco et al. 1991),
this characteristic is not observed for the majority of RCB stars.
Both the DD and the FF evolutionary models predict a great deal more galactic RCB
stars than are actually detected. It has been estimated that the FF model alone should
produce about 30 to 2000 galactic RCB stars at any one time (Iben et al. 1996). For the DD
scenario the expected number is about 300. Alcock et al. (2001) predicted the number of
galactic RCB stars to be approximately 3200 by extrapolating the observed number of RCB
stars in the LMC to the Galaxy.
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Figure 1.4: A Hertzsprung-Russell diagram showing the possible evolutionary models for
RCB stars (taken from Skuljan (2001) and originally adapted from Asplund et al. (1997b)).
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1.5.1 Relationships between RCB and other hydrogen deficient stars
Several groups of hydrogen deficient stars have been identified and classified. These include
the cooler stars with high luminosity and low surface gravity [HdC stars, RCB stars and
extreme helium stars (EHe)], and the hot stars with low luminosity and high gravity, PG
1159 stars, (Jeffery 1996). Understanding if and how these stars are related is vital for
refining evolutionary models.
Some of these groups may be divided even further into subgroups (e.g. majority and
minority RCB stars). Majority (warm) RCB stars portray a mild Fe deficiency relative to
the Sun, whereas minority (cool) RCB stars have a severe Fe deficiency. For minority RCB
stars the [S/Fe] and [Si/Fe] ratios are about 100 times that of their solar value (Rao 2005).
Similarly DY Per stars also have metallicities below solar, as well as being relatively cool
[Teff= 3500K, Keenan and Barnbaum (1997)]. This brings to a head the question of whether
or not DY Per stars are RCB stars?
DY Persei is the prototype of the DY Per stars and it was suspected to be a cool RCB
star based on a photometric study done by Alksnis et al. (2002). For a star to satisfy the
RCB classification it must fulfil two requirements. The first being that the spectra show a
significant hydrogen-deficiency and an enrichment of carbon, and the second, that the light
curves display deep and irregular declines. DY Per stars satisfy both these requirements,
thus permitting them to be formally classified as RCB stars. However, they are fainter (with
a maximum absolute magnitude of Mv∼ −2.5mag, Alcock et al. 2001) and cooler than
conventional RCB stars. Their decline rate of 0.02 − 0.05mag/d is far more gradual than
the rate for regular RCB stars (0.03 − 0.28mag/d), and the decline light curve shows less
asymmetry (Keenan and Barnbaum 1997). In addition, the pulsation periods for DY Per
stars (100−210 days) are approximately double that for RCB stars. Although their spectral
properties and light curves are similar to RCB stars it remains unclear as to whether DY Per
stars are related to RCB stars, or if they are another class entirely. Throughout this thesis
(particularly from Chapter 4 onwards), and for the sake of simplicity, the term `RCB stars'
collectively refers to both the RCB and DY Per stars in the Magellanic Clouds (MCs).
It has been shown that RCB stars are strongly related to HdC stars and EHe stars, both
of which reveal a significant lack of hydrogen. Several studies (Warner 1967; Jeffery 1996;
Asplund et al. 1997a) have suggested that HdC stars may be the ancestors of RCB stars and
that the EHe stars are their successors. Although these three star types exhibit a chemical
resemblance, only the RCB stars undergo magnitude declines and show the associated in-
frared excess (Clayton 1996). Thus the evolutionary status of RCB stars remains an area of
active research.
1.6 Spatial distribution
To date there is no reputable method for judging the distance to any RCB stars located
within the Galaxy, and consequently their absolute magnitudes are estimated from RCB
stars existing in the MCs [distance to these galaxies are known with some accuracy, m -
M= 18.4mag (Nelson et al. 2000)]. Using Hipparcos data, Trimble and Kundu (1997) and
Cottrell and Lawson (1998), set a lower boundary for the distance to the brightest galactic
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RCB stars, thus inferring that the absolute magnitude of all RCB stars surveyed ought to be
brighter than Mv= −3. The low number of RCB stars that have been detected implies that
their actual spatial distribution is still in doubt. It is important to note that discovery of
RCB stars tends to be biased with increasing galactic latitude as stars residing in the galactic
plane may be omitted in magnitude limited surveys as a result of reddening caused by the
presence of interstellar dust (Lawson et al. 1990). In 1998 Cottrell and Lawson suggested a
bulge-like distribution based on their recognition of the similarity that existed between the
Hipparcos velocity distribution of RCB stars compared with HdC stars and EHe stars.
An understanding of the kinematic properties and galactic distribution of RCB stars is
essential for linking them with their progenitors. DY Per has a heliocentric radial velocity
of about −43.7 km s−1 and a metallicity slightly below solar. With the low scale height of
z∼ 100 pc and a distance of 1.6 kpc, it is likely that DY Per is a disk object. Using a
maximum brightness and absolute magnitude of Mv= −5mag, Iben et al. (1996) showed
that for warm galactic RCB stars the scale height is z= 100 − 400 pc. A recent study
undertaken by Zaniewski et al. (2005) proposed a thick disc population for RCB stars. In
addition, studying PN has resulted in a determination of their average distance from the
galactic plane being about z∼ 400 pc (Maciel and Dutra 1992). Despite this, the average z
for different groups of planetary nebulae was revealed as being a function of metallicity. It
varied from around 6 kpc at high metallicity to only a few kpc at low metallicity. This reveals
that the kinematics and galactic distribution for DY Per and warm RCB stars are similar and
are not incompatible with the FF evolutionary model. However the true spatial distribution
of RCB stars in the Galaxy remains uncertain, and can only be refined by increasing their
number and study.
1.7 Thesis motivation and structure
The motivation for this research came from the series of research papers published on RCB
stars by various microlensing groups (MACHO, OGLE and EROS) and the realisation that
their data bases plus the ongoing real-time OGLE observations would provide alerts for cap-
turing the rapid decline phase on other telescopes, the University of Canterbury's Mount
John University Observatory telescopes for photometric observations, and the Southern
African Large Telescope for both photometric and spectroscopic observations.
Distances to the MCs are precisely known, therefore allowing RCB stars in these galaxies
to provide accurate measurements of absolute magnitude and other distant dependent quan-
tities (Murphy 2005). The unparallelled manner in which RCB stars plummet in brightness
gives rise to complex photometric and spectroscopic changes which present a tremendous op-
portunity for investigating the decline characteristics and the progression of dust formation,
which in turn contribute to advancing scientific knowledge during the final stages of stellar
evolution. In particular, studying RCB stars in the metal-poor environment of the MCs is
important for making comparisons between themselves and the galactic RCB stars, through
the influence that chemical composition may have on their respective declines. In addition,
the light curves of RCB stars at maximum brightness exhibit properties which are consistent
with the stellar pulsations occurring within these stars. This provides another avenue of
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study - one that is believed to be conjoined and possibly responsible for the characteristic
RCB declines.
By obtaining UBVRI photometry of RCB stars in the MCs, the work undertaken for
this thesis aims to confirm and extend the current scientific understanding of RCB stars in
general, but in particular those inhabiting the MCs. The following chapter is devoted to an
explanation of the theory of the two major topics under investigation for this thesis: RCB
dust and pulsations. Chapter 3 describes the five different telescopes and their respective
instruments that were used for collecting the UBVRI photometric data. The number and
type of observations are also discussed in this chapter. Since the data were collected at
multiple sites with different telescopes, calibration between the datasets is inherent. A full
account of the techniques applied for performing this procedure are given in Chapter 4.
The analysis part of this thesis is presented in Chapters 5 and 6. An analysis of the
RCB recovery phase photometry and a discussion of the results is the focus of Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 details the methods for detecting RCB pulsation periods and comments on the
results. Finally, in Chapter 7, the main thesis ideas and results are stated and from them
ultimate conclusions are drawn.
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Chapter 2
Theory: dust and stellar pulsations
The focus of this chapter is on some of the theory relating to dust, in particular that in
the vicinity of RCB star atmospheres, and stellar pulsations. Both these phenomena are
associated with the characteristic RCB behaviour, and therefore an understanding of their
properties will compliment the analysis presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
2.1 The importance of dust
Ever since astronomers became aware of the presence of dust in the interstellar medium
(ISM), and its reddening effects in the visible region, they have been on a quest to improve
knowledge about the nature of the particles by investigating possible sources for its origin.
Three of the most important proposed hypotheses for dust formation are: condensation from
the general interstellar gas; condensation in the envelopes of protostars; and condensation
in the atmospheres of cool giant stars. The material presented in this chapter is concerned
with only the latter mechanism for dust formation as this phenomenon is observed in RCB
stars.
Dust plays a crucial role in the ISM as it can be recycled through many phases. Through
a series of complex chemical reactions dust may be transformed from residing in the diffuse
ISM, to being included within molecular clouds, to being ejected into the stellar photosphere
of a star (Mathis 1990). Dust ejected from RCB stars and other stars in a post-AGB phase
not only presents a unique opportunity for enhancing understanding of the physical processes
occurring as a result of dust in the photosphere, but because this dust is eventually returned
to the ISM its study also improves the current scientific knowledge regarding certain ISM
features.
In order to quantitatively interpret the observed phenomena displayed by dust - which
would in turn allow estimates of the size, shape, number density and composition to be
made - a sound comprehension of the theory of light scattering by small solid particles is
essential. This theory involves diffraction of electromagnetic radiation due to a small solid
body in conjunction with the solution of Maxwell's equations. In 1908 Gustav Mie was able
to solve this problem exactly for homogeneous spheres. By making the assumption that the
incident light is linearly polarised and plane, Mie's theory predicts that the components of
the scattered wave vibrating parallel and perpendicular to the plane-of-sight may be derived
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Figure 2.1: Light scattering at a small spherical particle.
as a function of θ and α (Scheer and Elsaesser 1987). This is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The
ratio of the grain circumference to the wavelength is given by α = 2pia/λ. When α is small
(i.e. α << 1), the scattered light is directed forwards and backwards in equal quantities.
The scattering coefficient (Qsca) and hence the intensity of the scattered light is given by
Qsca∼ λ−4. This relation is known as Rayleigh scattering. For greater values of α, (i.e.
α = 0.1), the fraction of radiation directed forward continually increases with an increase in
the particle radius. This phenomenon is named the `Mie effect'.
2.2 Colour behaviour and extinction
In addition to the unpredictable declines and asymmetric light curves displayed by RCB
stars, the unique colour behaviour and excess which is always observed in the (U -B), (B -
V ), (V -R) and (V -I ) colours during the recovery phase provides fuel for investigating the
optical properties of the dust. Figure 2.2 demonstrates this colour behaviour in (V -I ).
During the initial decline stage, when the brightness is falling swiftly, the colour change is
small compared with that observed during the recovery phase.
The decline of LMC104.4 60857 displayed in Figure 2.2 was selected as it exhibits the
best overall data coverage in this thesis. At the start of the decline the value of (V -I )
remains consistent or reddens slightly, which means that more light is being received from
the infrared region of the spectrum compared with the visual part. This occurrence is known
as `reddening' and it is therefore quite possible that this particular decline may be considered
as a `red-type' decline (Cottrell et al. 1990). Since a gap in the data exists during the period
when the decline began recovering back to maximum light, it is impossible to determine the
minimum depth of this decline. The lack of data in this region also prohibits an investigation
into any `blueing' that could occur due to obscuration of the photosphere and the appearance
of a broad-line emission region.
Initial studies of this distinctive colour response included introducing some exotic char-
acteristics of the dust (Wing et al. 1972), but since then it has been illustrated by Pugach
(1991) that this distinguishing trait - the appearance of irregularities in the dust behaviour
during the onset and recovery phases of a decline - can be explained by the formation and
expansion of a dust cloud above the star's surface. Thus no extraordinary optical properties
are required and the RCB dust is assumed to posses similar properties to other dust existing
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Figure 2.2: The bottom panel shows the same decline as that shown in Figure 1.1 of
LMC104.4 60857. The top panel reveals the V -I colour behaviour throughout the decline.
in the ISM.
When examining the optical properties of the dust there are several points that need to
be considered in order to produce reliable statistics. First, the distribution of dust over the
entire stellar disk must be uniform. This is not the case during the initial phase of a decline
when the presence of a localised dust cloud along the line-of-sight may contribute to an
overestimation of the slope in the colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs). During the recovery
stage when the star is about two or three magnitudes below maximum light the dust can
be assumed to be uniformly distributed in the photosphere. Further details regarding this
matter are given in Section 5.2.
A second aspect to consider is the effect that the dust generated by other sources will
have on the interpretation of the dust extinction curve. These culprits are the dust that
exists in the intervening ISM and dust that was formed near the star in previous declines
(Teff≈ 500 − 900K). Another factor which may hamper the elucidation of the extinction
curve is the emergence and development of circumstellar emission.
The following stellar intensity equations have been developed by Zubko (1997) to alleviate
some of these difficulties. The normal (INλ ) and obscured (I
O
λ ) stellar intensities are defined
as follows:
INλ = [(Iλ + I
em,n
λ )e
−τodλ + Isoλ ]e
−τ isλ , (2.1)
IOλ = [(Iλe
−τλ + Isnλ + I
em,o
λ )e
−τodλ + Isoλ ]e
−τ isλ , (2.2)
where Iλ is expressed as the intrinsic stellar radiation, and the intensities of the stellar light
scattered in the direction towards the observer for the old and newly formed dust are given
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by Isoλ and I
sn
λ respectively. I
em,n
λ and I
em,o
λ represent the intensities of the circumstellar
emission in the non-obscured and obscured environments, and τλ, τ odλ and τ
is
λ define the
respective optical depths of the newly formed dust cloud, the previously existing dust shell
and the interstellar dust. By making the following assumptions these equations may be sim-
plified to give Equation 2.3. First, Feast (1979) showed (supported by infrared observations)
that the remnant dust shell may be approximated as being in a steady state. Second, the
combined intensity associated with emission and radiation as a result of scattering from old
circumstellar dust is negligible with respect to the intrinsic stellar radiation in the visible and
ultraviolet regions (Zubko 1997). Consequently the following terms may be omitted from
Equations 2.1 and 2.2: Iem,nλ e
−τodλ + Isoλ and I
em,o
λ e
−τodλ + Isoλ , thus allowing the extinction due
to a new dust cloud to be calculated from the ratio of obscured to unobscured intensities.
IOλ
INλ
= e−τλ +
Isnλ
Iλ
. (2.3)
Use of this technique is normally reserved for the analysis of spectra, to produce extinction
curves by comparing spectra taken during maximum light and the recovery phase of an RCB
decline. On the other hand, photometric observations may be used to derive an extinction
curve (Figure 2.3) by plotting CMDs and colour-colour diagrams. Since these diagrams
are plotted relative to the maximum stellar magnitude, the effects of extinction from dust
permanently in the line-of-sight cancel out.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of an extinction curve obtained of the ISM, displaying its
characteristic maximum at 2175Å or 1
λ
= 4.6µm−1. According to a study done by Scheer
and Elsaesser (1987), extinction at this wavelength is caused by graphite particles of about
0.02µm, but particles of this size are inconsistent with what is apparent in the visual region
of the curve, where 0.05µm size particles are necessary to produce a good match.
In the past only a few studies focusing on the UV extinction curves of RCB stars (Clayton
et al. 1992; Holm et al. 1987; Hecht et al. 1984; Jeffery 1995; Drilling et al. 1997; Hecht
et al. 1998; Skuljan et al. 2003) and HdC stars (Jeffery 1995) have been undertaken. By
comparing these it is evident that a maximum occurs at around 2400Å which differs from
the position where the maximum displayed by the ISM extinction curve (2175Å) is found.
In addition to this difference it appears that the extinction by the RCB dust is less at smaller
wavelengths than that produced by the dust in the ISM (Figure 2.3). Research performed
to date reveals that the optimum match between observed extinction curves of RCB stars
and theoretical curves (Borghesi et al. 1985) created for dust grains of various sizes is the
amorphous carbon model (Skuljan et al. 2003). Although this model is currently the best
available, it does not agree with the far UV extinction and is incapable of explaining the
observed variations from one star to the next. In order to overcome this problem studies
performed by Jeffery (1995) and Zubko (1997) have suggested including other substances
like fullerenes and fulleranes, and graphite grains respectively. However, to date no model
exists that is completely compatible with observational data and thus it remains an area in
which research is continually being pursued.
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Figure 2.3: Taken from Skuljan et al. 2003, this figure shows the data obtained for nine
galactic RCB stars (filled dots), compared with the IS extinction curve (bold line), HdC
extinction (dashed line) and laboratory data for amorphous carbon particles of 0.008µm
(crosses) and 0.03µm (open circles).
2.3 Stellar pulsations
The majority of pulsations occurring in variable stars are believed to be caused by the stellar
opacity, and they can be explained by the kappa mechanism (Saio 2008). The kappa mecha-
nism is applicable when radiative transfer is the dominant method of energy transportation.
In general, as the temperature of a star increases its opacity decreases. Despite this there
are some regions in stars where this relation is extremely weak and in certain situations
it is reversed. An example of this simultaneous increase in both temperature and opacity
occurs in the helium ionisation zones of Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars. If a perturbation
that compresses the gas in the ionisation zone is applied, then the material in this region
will experience an increase in density, temperature and opacity. Due to the raised opacity,
the energy flux from inside the star will be reduced, which in turn leads to a build up of
heat energy (that acts as a restoring force). After the gas in this region has expanded the
opacity decreases which results in extra energy loss, so the region once again experiences a
restoring force. This time it is in the opposite direction. The majority of the stellar envelope
is stable, but the region where this opacity bump occurs is unstable to the pulsation. The
entire star will pulsate if the destabilisation effect is greater than stabilisation.
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of (a) a radial stellar pulsation and (b) a non-radial stellar
pulsation. The purple and yellow surfaces on the stars in (b) represent the motion towards
and away from the observer respectively (www.univie.ac.at/texts/nonradialpuls.html).
The pulsation mechanism described in this section is responsible for the pulsations occur-
ring in a wide range of variable stars. However, the particular manner in which the pulsations
occur in individual stars may differ significantly. Stellar pulsations can be classified as either
radial or non-radial (Figure 2.4). A star that exhibits radial pulsations maintains a spheri-
cal shape during the pulsation, as the changes in the stellar radius and temperature occur
symmetrically throughout the star. When a star is undergoing non-radial pulsations, the
surface can be deformed away from a spherical shape by the simultaneous compartmental
inward and outward motion occurring in the star. RCB stars have been shown to exhibit
both radial and non-radial pulsations (Lawson et al. 1993).
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Chapter 3
Instruments and observations
Photometric data analysed for this thesis were collected using five different telescopes sit-
uated at three observatories, each positioned on a separate southern hemisphere continent
(South America, Australasia and Africa). In this chapter information on the unique ob-
serving sites, along with the telescopes and their respective photometric instruments, are
given. In addition, the relevant observing method and the type and number of observations
acquired in the U, B, V, R and I filters at the various locations is discussed.
3.1 Las Campanas Observatory and OGLE
The Las Campanas Observatory site is approximately 100 km northeast of La Serena, Chile
(29◦00.5′S, 70◦42.0′W ), at an elevation of 2282m. The observatory consists of six telescopes
including the Warsaw and Swope telescopes. The Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment
(OGLE) operates at Las Campanas Observatory with the main aim of searching for dark
matter by means of the microlensing phenomenon. It is a collaboration between Warsaw
University, Carnegie Observatory, and Princeton University Observatory. The OGLE project
consists of three phases, OGLE-I which lasted from 1992 − 1995 and used the 1m Swope
telescope, and OGLE-II and III, which used the 1.3m Warsaw telescope and spanned 1997−
2000, and 2001-present respectively (Wozniak et al. 2002). To achieve the goal of detecting
dark matter, a large portion of the sky (including the MCs) is observed on a regular basis in
order to monitor small variations in stellar brightness which may result from a lensing event.
This method of mass surveying produces a large quantity of data on millions of stars, some
of which happen to be RCB stars.
3.1.1 Swope and Warsaw telescopes
The 1m Swope telescope was the first telescope in operation (Bowen and Vaughan 1973) at
the Las Campanas Observatory. The Ritchey-Chrétien optical design includes both primary
and secondary mirrors which share the same radius of curvature. The telescope has a focal
ratio of f/7 and a Gascoigne corrector lens is employed to remove any astigmatism. The
Swope telescope is set-up with a secondary mirror that has a diameter half that of the
primary mirror. This arrangement excludes one quarter of the incident star light.
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The Warsaw telescope is also a Richey-Chrétien system that consists of a 1.3m diameter
primary mirror and a 0.4m diameter secondary mirror. Both these mirrors are made with
Corning ULE (Ultra Low Expansion) substrate and the effective focal ratio of the system is
9.2. To obtain the full 1.5◦ field of view, an additional three element corrector is required,
but this prevents the far ultraviolet region of the optical spectrum from being observed. All
the optical surfaces are coated with anti-reflective MgF2.
3.1.2 Swope and Warsaw instrumentation
3.1.2.1 Swope CCD detector
When the Swope telescope was being operated for the OGLE project, a single Loral CCD
camera with 2 k×2 k pixels was used for taking the photometric images (Paczynski et al.
1996). Data processing was undertaken on site using a modified version of the DOPHOT
photometric software (Schechter et al. 1993).
3.1.2.2 Warsaw CCD detector
During the OGLE-II phase the `first generation' 2048× 2048 SITe424B CCD chip was used
(Udalski et al. 1997). This detector had a pixel size of 24µm which gave a scale of 0.417
arcsec/pixel at the telescope focus. An upgrade to the 2048× 4096 SITeST002A CCD chip
was made prior to the start of the OGLE-III phase (Udalski et al. 2006). This upgrade to
the wide field CCD mosaic camera with pixel sizes of 15µm gives a 0.26′′/pixel scale at the
focus. The full field of view of the camera is about 35′ × 35′.
In both cases the chips were cryogenically cooled with liquid nitrogen, and mounted on
the removable dewar lid within which the liquid nitrogen is contained. The eight slot filter
wheel (diameter = 690mm) is mounted off the optical axis and can accommodate filters of
up to 160mm in diameter and 8mm thick. The first five slots are reserved for the UBV RI
filters and all filters are anti-reflective coated with MgF2.
3.2 Mount John University Observatory Telescopes
Mount John University Observatory (MJUO) is located near Tekapo, New Zealand at
43◦59.2′S, 170◦27.9′E and at an elevation of 1029m. The four research telescopes situ-
ated on top of Mt John are maintained by the University of Canterbury's Department of
Physics and Astronomy. Photometric data were collected at MJUO with the Optical Crafts-
men telescope (OC) and SBIG filter wheel and CCD detector; and the Boller and Chivens
telescope (B&C) with the Apogee CCD system and focal reducer lens. Both the OC and
the B&C are Cassegrain systems with primary mirrors of 0.6m in diameter. The OC has a
focal ratio of f/16 and the B&C a focal ratio of f/13. The OC and B&C are located within
30m of each other on top of Mt John.
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3.2.1 OC and B&C instrumentation
The OC operates with a standard five slot SBIG ST9e filter wheel that accommodates the
Schuler UBVRI filters in the Johnson/Cousins photometric system. The CCD chip is a
KAF0261E type with 512 × 512 pixels. The chip and pixel dimensions are 10.2 × 10.2mm
and 20×20µm respectively. The Apogee Alta, containing the same set of filters as those used
in the SBIG ST9e filter wheel, and the focal reducer, are the instruments used in conjunction
with the B&C. The focal reducer was necessary when making observations with the B&C in
order to achieve a large enough field of view to include some of the desired standard stars
into the resulting image. Without the focal reducer the field of view is about 5′ square and
this becomes 13′ square when using the focal reducer. The CCD chip used on the B&C is
an E2V CCD47-10 back-illuminated type with 1024 × 1024 pixels. Each pixel has a size of
13 × 13µm and the entire chip area is 13.3 × 13.3mm2. Both the CCD chips were cooled
thermoelectrically. All observations made with the OC and B&C were conducted from their
respective data rooms, which in both cases adjoin the dome room. The images collected with
the OC were registered on a computer running the image acquisition software CCDSoft, while
the images taken with the B&C were recorded with the MaximDL acquisition software. Both
these software packages were supplied with their respective CCD cameras.
3.3 Southern African Large Telescope
Southern African Large Telescope (SALT) is located at the site of the South African As-
tronomical Observatory (SAAO). SAAO is situated at Sutherland, Northern Cape, South
Africa (32◦22.7′S, 20◦48.7′E) and has an elevation of 1798m. Some of the photometric data
analysed for this thesis were collected at this observatory using SALT and SALTICAM.
The construction of SALT was funded by 13 international partners including the Univer-
sity of Canterbury, allowing the university about 4% of the total observing time undertaken
by SALT each year. The design of SALT is based on that of the Hobby-Eberly Telescope
(HET), Texas, USA. However, the SALT design differs in several ways to meet the re-
quirements specific to SALT and to improve design aspects that were identified as creating
difficulties in the HET design. More details regarding the optical design of SALT may be
found in Swat et al. (2003). The current instrument on SALT (SALTICAM) is operational
within the wavelength range from 320 nm to 1µm and the site has a median atmospheric
seeing value of 0.91′ (http://www.salt.ac.nz).
3.3.1 SALTICAM and the CCD detector
SALTICAM was designed to be a multi-purpose device, serving as both a telescope acqui-
sition camera and a science imager/photometer (O'Donoghue et al. 2003). SALTICAM is
positioned at prime focus and is fed by a 45◦ fold mirror. The optical design reduces the
SALT prime focal ratio from f/4.2 to f/2, allowing the complete 8 arcmin diameter science
field of view, as well as the guide star field of view, to be projected onto the 2× 1 CCD mo-
saic. UV -transmitting crystals were used to construct the lenses, and given the excellent UV
performance of the CCD, the instrument is very efficient at short wavelengths. SALTICAM
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Table 3.1: Number of observations collected by each of the projects/telescopes.
Star SALT OGLE OC B&C Total
LMC100.6 48589 316 142 18 22 498
LMC101.7 8114 (DY Per) 82 6 10 98
LMC103.3 15150 86 18 7 111
LMC104.4 56018 5 5
LMC104.4 60857 42 198 6 20 266
LMC109.3 5316 11 5 16
LMC109.6 21921 76 18 10 104
LMC112.6 8722 72 17 9 98
LMC161.3 45704 72 13 85
LMC164.1 16431 74 11 85
LMC169.7 40649 54 182 12 20 268
LMC170.4 12337 68 172 12 19 271
LMC203.2 3 56 2 58
LMC_SC15 85515 86 15 101
SMC103.6 8671 29 54 8 20 111
SMC105.6 22488 (DY Per) 158 4 162
SMC133.4 11928 173 280 12 28 493
SMC_SC3 172361 (DY Per) 54 10 8 72
Total 682 1844 152 224 2902
is operational in a wavelength range from about 3200Å to 9500Å. It has an eight position
filter unit including the UBVRI filters (http://www.salt.ac.nz).
The CCD detector is composed of a 2×1 mosaic of 2 k×4 k×15µ pixel CCD E2V 44−82
chips, which are thinned, back-illuminated and coated with E2V Astro Broad Band anti-
reflection coating. These detectors are also deep-depletion devices so as to improve near-
infrared sensitivity and lower the fringing effects. All observations obtained with SALT were
directed from the SALT data room where the images were recorded on a computer running
image acquisition software that was written specifically for use with SALTICAM by the
SALTICAM developing team.
3.4 Observations
At Las Campanas Observatory the photometric data were acquired in the V and I filters
using the Swope and Warsaw telescopes. Observations collected at MJUO with the OC
and B&C were taken in the B, V, R and I filters. The remaining data were collected by
SALT using the U, B, V, R and I filters. Approximately 3000 observations in up to five
different filters (U, B, V, R, I ) were obtained of the 15 RCB and three DY Per stars in the
MCs. Table 3.1 and 3.2 display a summary of these observations collected by the different
projects/telescopes described in the preceding sections.
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Table 3.2: Number of observations obtained in each of the UBVRI filters.
Star U B V R I Total
LMC100.6 48589 58 59 156 82 143 498
LMC101.7 8114 (DY Per) 47 6 45 98
LMC103.3 15150 51 10 50 111
LMC104.4 56018 2 2 1 5
LMC104.4 60857 8 9 118 18 113 266
LMC109.3 5316 6 5 5 16
LMC109.6 21921 48 10 46 104
LMC112.6 8722 46 10 42 98
LMC161.3 45704 3 39 3 40 85
LMC164.1 16431 42 4 39 85
LMC169.7 40649 11 11 115 21 110 268
LMC170.4 12337 12 12 113 25 109 271
LMC203.2 3 29 1 28 58
LMC_SC15 85515 49 6 46 101
SMC103.6 8671 6 8 43 15 39 111
SMC105.6 22488 (DY Per) 80 2 80 162
SMC133.4 11928 35 34 189 49 186 493
SMC_SC3 172361 (DY Per) 1 32 6 33 72
Total 130 137 1205 275 1155 2902
3.4.1 OGLE observations
As previously mentioned OGLE monitors millions of stars, including RCB stars, on a regular
basis. Since 16 of the target stars for this thesis are situated within these regularly observed
fields, Prof. Andrzej Udalski (a member of the OGLE team) provided calibrated photometric
data in the V and I filters for analysis as part of this thesis. The OGLE data were collected
over two intervals. The first, spanned December 1994 to March 2000 (OGLE-I and II phases),
and the second, December 2003 to February 2008 (OGLE-III). This time overlap with the
MJUO and SALT, observations described in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 respectively, is vital for
adding strength to the conclusions drawn later in this thesis.
3.4.2 MJUO observations
Four observing runs (two using the OC and two using the B&C) were undertaken at MJUO.
The two OC runs (observer: Robyn Woollands) each lasted about one and a half weeks
and occurred in mid September and early October, 2007. The second OC run occurred
simultaneously with the first B&C run (observer: Paul Tristram) which was essential in
order to allow accurate photometric calibration of the data obtained from these telescopes.
A detailed explanation of the calibration method is presented in Section 4.3. The final B&C
run occurred in January 2008 (observers: Pam Kilmartin and Alan Gilmore).
It was initially intended that observations at MJUO would be undertaken using the B,
V, R and I filters. However, after some experimenting it became clear that the exposure
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time necessary to acquire an adequate signal in the B filter was too long, and would thus
jeopardise the opportunity of observing all the stars. Therefore the majority of observations
were made in the V, R and I filters only.
A typical night on the OC and B&C consisted of observing about six to eight different
fields. For the OC, generally a seven minute exposure in each of the V, R and I filters
provided adequate signal. This was extended to ten minutes in certain circumstances when
the presence of cloud and seeing conditions demanded it. Five minute exposures in the three
selected filters provided enough signal using the B&C. With both the telescopes each field
was observed for the desired exposure time in the following sequence: VRIVRI. Overall the
majority of the fields were observed between eight and 12 times during the course of the
four observing runs at MJUO. In general three standard stars (identified using SIMBAD)
were present per field, and these are required in the reduction process in order to calculate
the magnitude of the target star (see Section 4.2). Bias, flat field and dark images were also
taken during these observing runs.
3.4.3 SALT observations
In order to obtain SALT observations an observing proposal was completed by the author.
This proposal required performing simulated calculations in order to determine the required
exposure times and various CCD parameters for each star. Due to the fact that at any
given time an RCB star may be undergoing a decline, and thus having a magnitude ranging
between about 13 and 20, it was necessary to include a test into the proposed observing
sequence in order to determine which set of desired UBVRI exposures would provide the
optimum data at that specific time. For each star an observing sequence at a magnitude
of 13, 16.5 and 19 was calculated so that once the SALT astronomer had established the
star's current brightness, the best sequence could be selected for taking the remaining set
of observations. A copy of the SALT proposal has been included as Appendix A. The
proposal required the collection of data on each of the six RCB stars (four in the LMC and
two in the SMC) every third night spanning a time period of three weeks, i.e. seven times
during the non-Full Moon phases. The filter sequence proposed for each star was as follows:
(UBVRIIRVBU ), and it was repeated once.
At the time of proposal acceptance the immediate demand on this type of SALT time was
low, and so the SALT astronomers were able to observe over a period lasting from October
2007 until February 2008. Not all the stars were observed in equal quantities and although
the time frame during which observations were obtained is relatively long, the maximum
number of nights when data from a certain star were collected does not exceed twelve.
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Chapter 4
Photometric reductions and calibrations
This chapter covers the methods used to prepare and reduce the data obtained from the
three observing sites mentioned in Chapter 3. Getting all the data into a calibrated state,
which is essential for performing a consistent analysis, was a complicated and challenging
task. Detailed discussion of the techniques and processes undertaken in order to achieve this
goal are presented.
4.1 Data preparation
During the course of this thesis an analysis of around 3000 observations was undertaken of
15 RCB and three DY Per stars in the MCs. The data were collected over the previous 14
years by the five telescopes outlined in Chapter 3. As a result it was necessary to follow
slightly different procedures during the preparation of the different datasets prior to their
reduction.
All MJUO images were prepared such that the effects caused by the presence of dust
particles on the mirror, dark current in the CCD and vignetting were removed. To do this
a number of dark, flat field and bias images were taken at the time of observing. Using the
Mira AL software1, the first step was to remove the bias. This involved creating a master
bias (mean) image and subtracting that from each stellar, dark and flat field image. The
second step required making a master dark (median) image for each individual exposure
time and then subtracting it from the corresponding stellar frames. The final step entailed
the creation of a master flat field (median) image for each filter. Once each stellar image
had undergone dark subtraction it was divided by the corresponding master flat field. This
brought the MJUO images to a point where data reduction could be commenced.
Preparation of the SALT images were performed on site by the SALT team. All SALT
data were cleaned and reduced to a mosaiced 2-dimensional form via a semi-automated
pipeline using the SALT PyRAF package. The pipeline performs fidelity checking, gain
correction, cross-talk correction, bias subtraction and amplifier mosaicing. However, due
to certain technical limitations at SALT, master bias subtraction, flat-fielding, cosmic-ray
1The Mira AL software was developed as a tool for image processing with advice from affiliates of the
Hands On Universe (HOU) project (Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California, Berkeley), and
the Conceptual Astronomy and Physics Education Research (CAPER) project (Department of Astronomy,
University of Arizona), http://www.mirametrics.com/.
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rejecting and fringe subtraction were not carried out. According to the SALT team, re-
ceiving the data in this post-preparation state makes any further preparation by the author
redundant as it is in the best possible form to proceed with the reduction. On receiving the
data it was clear that they were stored as `double' files, thus making immediate viewing and
reducing of the images using Mira AL impossible. In order to overcome this problem each
SALT image had to be opened using GAIA, which is capable of dealing with the `double'
file format. In GAIA each file was re-formatted and saved as a single file with which Mira
AL could cope. This retained all the original header information.
Preparation, reduction and calibration of the OGLE data were overseen by Prof. An-
drzej Udalski. The standard data-pipeline automatically prepares flat-field images for an
autonomous flat-fielding of the data immediately after collection. Both the flat-field and
bias frames are processed using a combination of the CCDPROC package and IRAF (Udal-
ski et al. 1997). The necessary bias and flat-field corrections are applied. The standard
data-pipeline culminates after the production of calibrated flat-fielded images where the in-
strumental effects have been removed. Following this the images are sent to the photometry
data-pipeline for an automated reduction. More details on this process are given in Section
4.2.
4.2 Data reduction
To determine the magnitudes of the target stars in the MJUO and SALT frames, they
were reduced by the author employing the method of aperture photometry using Mira AL.
Although these images of the MCs were partially crowded (see Figures 4.2 - 4.9), the method
of aperture photometry was favoured over that of point-spread function (PSF) photometry
because the SALT images suffered from field related effects in both image quality and a
lack of flat fields. The aperture photometry process involves comparing the counts obtained
from the identified standard stars in the field (known magnitudes), to the counts obtained
from the target star. In the SALT case it was essential to select standard stars as close to
the target star as possible to minimise the field related effects mentioned above. At least
two, and in most cases three, standard stars (identified using SIMBAD) were present per
field. Each star in the field that is selected for measuring needs three apertures. The central
one measures the combined amount of signal from the star and the sky. The middle and
outer apertures form an annulus within which only the signal from the local sky is measured.
Subtracting this from the signal obtained from the inner aperture (combined star and sky)
gives the signal detected from the star alone. Mira AL computes the magnitude as follows:
m = K − 2.5log(flux), (4.1)
where K is the photometric zero point and flux = GAIN × Counts/EXPTIME. The
camera gain (GAIN) and exposure time (EXPTIME) are obtained from the FITS header
keywords, and the `Counts' is the net signal obtained from the star, excluding the sky
background. [Mysteriously for a large portion of the images the FITS header keywords
GAIN and RDNOISE (readout noise) were absent or incorrect, and the correct headers and
their corresponding values had to be included before reduction could proceed.] The flux is
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calculated as the amount of electrons per second attributed to the star. The value K is the
photometric zero point and is calculated using both the value assigned as the FITS keyword
(ZERO-PT) and using selected standard stars of known magnitude. Mira AL calculates
an uncertainty for the magnitude which takes into account the noise measured in the sky
annulus as well as the values of GAIN, RDNOISE, and EXPTIME from the image header.
In order to reduce the data in a way that will produce precision measurements, particular
attention must be paid to the following: the sky annulus should be positioned strategically
as to avoid the inclusion of other stars and irregularities in the background that would not
otherwise exist underneath the object; the inner aperture should not be too large that it
extends to the place where the star appears to merge into the sky noise; and the same aperture
size should be used for measuring every object (Mira AL takes care of this automatically).
Due to the large number of images (1058, excluding the OGLE images) it would seem that
automation of the reduction process would be the best option, therefore reducing the amount
of interactive time required to complete this task. However, since there are 18 unique fields
most of which were taken over numerous nights by different telescopes, the actual image
of the field belonging to a certain star may differ significantly in size and orientation. In
addition most of the stars were observed in five different filters (UBV RI), not to mention
that a star could also be in the process of a decline. All these factors contribute to a decrease
in the quantity of images with a `similar appearance'. Therefore a decision was made that in
order to be confident with the quality of the resulting stellar magnitudes from the reduced
data, each of the 1058 images must be reduced individually.
As alluded to in Section 4.1, all the OGLE data were reduced to calibrated magni-
tudes prior to receipt by the author. This meant that they were in a form that could be
analysed directly. The OGLE data reduction is performed by an automatic photometry
data-pipeline, a modified version of DOPHOT photometric software (Schechter et al. 1993).
This data-pipeline uses the PSF photometry method for generating the stellar magnitudes.
PSF photometry aims to detect stars on an image by cross-correlating it with a PSF tem-
plate. An initial search of the image may be done using a two-dimensional Gaussian with the
appropriate full width at half maximum as the PSF template, but to produce better results
a PSF template that is created from stars on the image that are well isolated from their
neighbours, and with a high signal-to-noise is more desirable. Performing this procedure will
result in the formation of peaks in the cross-correlation profile where the stars are located.
The brightness/magnitude of a star is related to the amplitude of the associated peak, over
and above the noise level associated with the background sky (Heasley 1999). Since the
noise level associated with the background sky is calculated over an entire image, the image
quality effects present in the SALT frames, discussed earlier, would result in the calculation
of incorrect magnitudes. It is for this reason that the method of aperture photometry was
chosen to reduce the SALT and MJUO images.
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4.3 Data calibration
To be able to treat all the data as one dataset and make precise comparisons, data calibration
between the five telescopes is essential. To do this all the MJUO data were calibrated using
F region standard star observations that were obtained during various observing times.
Observations of the F region standard star (F116) were taken concurrently on the OC and
B&C. Since the magnitudes of F region stars are known and constant (Cousins and Stoy
1962), it is possible to calculate the magnitude of the target star with respect to them.
The F116 stellar images taken from different telescopes can be used to align all the images
with a common zero-point which allows the different target magnitudes to be compared and
treated as one dataset. Images of F116 were also reduced with Mira AL using the method
of aperture photometry and a SIMBAD identified standard star (section 4.2). The F region
stellar magnitudes obtained from the data collected on the OC and B&C differed slightly
from each other and from the published values. To eliminate the inconsistencies the average
magnitude in each filter for each telescope was calculated. The difference between these
values and the published value in each filter for F116 was then applied to correct the data.
Figure 4.1 shows the F116 data obtained on the two telescopes after this shift had been
applied (also see Table 4.1). These same shifts were then applied to all the data obtained
on the OC and B&C respectively, thus ensuring their common zero point.
Since observations of an F region standard star were not taken with SALT, an alternative
approach for data calibration had to be adopted. During the data reduction process the
magnitude of each standard star in a given field is entered manually by the author into
Mira AL. These magnitudes are those reported by SIMBAD and once they have all been
recorded by Mira AL, they are computed automatically and vary slightly due to the changes
in brightness of the other standard stars in the field. To calibrate the SALT data the offset
between the magnitudes of the recently calibrated (using F116) standard stars in the MJUO
images, and the same standard stars in the SALT images is calculated and applied. This
operation yields both the data from SALT and MJUO with a common zero point. Since no
data in the U filter was collected at MJUO, this calibration could not be performed on the
U SALT data.
As previously mentioned, the OGLE data is received in a post-reduction form as stellar
magnitudes. The only preparation that it required were the V and I colour corrections
which are calculated as follows:
V = VR − 0.039× (VR − IR)mean (4.2)
and
I = IR + 0.043× (VR − IR)mean, (4.3)
where VR and IR are the received magnitudes and (VR−IR)mean is the mean of the difference
between the V and I received magnitudes. To calibrate the SALT and MJUO data with
these OGLE magnitudes Prof. Andrzej Udalski provided several prepared (see Section 4.1
for details) OGLE images which were then reduced by the author in a similar manner as
that described in Section 4.2. The magnitudes obtained through this reduction process were
compared with the original OGLE magnitudes presented for analysis as part of this thesis.
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An average offset was calculated and this was applied to all the calibrated SALT and MJUO
magnitudes that already shared a common zero-point - thus allowing all the magnitudes
analysed to become aligned with the coloured corrected OGLE data zero-point. Of course,
since OGLE only provides data in the V and I filters, this also limited the calibration of the
SALT and MJUO data to these filters. However, continued reading of this thesis shall reveal
that this does not cause a problem as the analyses presented in Chapters 5 and 6 require
data in the V and I filters only. Nonetheless, calibration across the filters is certainly an
issue that will be given more attention in future analyses. The reason for aligning all the
magnitudes with OGLE instead of the other way around is because the OGLE method of
calibration is more accurate. It is now well known that OGLE is an established organisation
that has been operating and producing high quality data and cutting edge science for over
a decade. In the past they have managed to collect and calibrate data from two different
telescopes to an excellent standard, and with this expertise the decision was made to align
all the data analysed for this thesis with the data received from OGLE.
4.3.1 A specific calibration example
The images following Figure 4.1 have been included to show a typical MC field observed
with the B&C and OC telescopes, SALT and the OGLE project. In each case the target
star is marked with a red arrow, and the SIMBAD identified standards are marked with
yellow arrows. Images of the LMC170.4 12337 field have been specifically chosen in order
to demonstrate the occurrence of a unique situation, and the method employed to deal with
it. In this particular situation the standard star (HD 37762, bright star at the top left
of the images) has saturated the pixels around it meaning that using it in the reduction
process to calculate the magnitude of the target star would certainly result in unreliable
magnitudes. In addition, it falls outside of the observable region attainable with the OC.
Reducing these images using only the other standard star (BI 202) would also introduce
considerable uncertainty regarding the value of the resulting magnitudes - which would not
be taken into account in the magnitude error calculated by Mira AL. To overcome this
problem an investigation into the properties of the two stars marked with green arrows was
undertaken to determine whether or not they would be suitable candidates to use as standard
stars.
After searching several astronomical data bases (2MASS point source catalogue, Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, SuperCOSMOS Sky Surveys and SIMBAD) with no return of any infor-
mation about these stars, it was assumed that due to this lack of interest shown towards them
by the astronomy community, it is probable that they are simply non-varying stars. They
have therefore been used as standard stars when reducing the target (LMC170.4 12337).
Since BI 202 is still the only star in the vicinity that has been identified by SIMBAD as be-
ing a standard star, the method for determining the magnitudes of these desired standards
involves a two step process.
First the individual stars in each image were reduced using only BI 202 as the standard
star. Following this the average of the magnitudes for each star obtained using all the frames
was computed. The second step entailed reducing the stars again, but this time using both
BI 202 and the other star as the two standard stars. The average magnitude calculated for
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Figure 4.1: The aligned magnitudes of F116 (F region standard star) obtained using the OC
(triangles) and B&C (stars) telescopes in the B (blue), V (green), R (red) and I (black)
filters, after the correction shift has been applied. The averaged values are given in Table
4.1.
each star over all the frames during this second part of the process became the magnitude
that was assigned to that `standard' star for the reduction of the LMC170.4 12337 frames.
The magnitudes of the standard stars in the field are as follows: HD 37762: 8.17 (V ), BI
202: 13.49 (V ), and the selected standards 9.70 (V, northern star) and 9.33 (V, southern
star). The raw and calibrated magnitudes for the target star in each image can be found
in the respective image caption. It should be noted that raw magnitudes are representative
of that particular image, while the calibrated magnitudes represent the average magnitude
on that night. (The average magnitude per night was calculated prior to data calibration.)
These values can also be found in Appendix B, Table B.10, and may be distinguished from
the other values in the table by their `bold' and `italic' font. However, since the Julian Dates
(JDs) in the table are the averages, the JDs in the following figure captions will not be
identical to the right of the decimal point.
Table 4.1: The F116 averaged magnitude values (Figure 4.1) after the shift was applied.
Telescope B V R I
OC 9.279±0.006 9.017±0.004 8.931±0.004 8.779±0.006
B&C 9.278±0.003 9.044±0.003 8.931±0.002 8.778±0.002
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Figure 4.2: An image of LMC170.4 12337 obtained in the V filter using the B&C (JD=
2454474.132, uncalibrated V = 14.125, calibrated V = 15.837).
Figure 4.3: An enlargement of a portion of Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.4: An image of LMC170.4 12337 obtained in the V filter using the OC (JD=
2454352.823, uncalibrated V = 15.860, calibrated V = 15.775).
Figure 4.5: An enlargement of a portion of Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.6: An image of LMC170.4 12337 obtained in the V filter using SALT (JD=
2454470.300, uncalibrated V = 15.507, calibrated V = 15.666).
Figure 4.7: An enlargement of a portion of Figure 4.6.
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4.4 Summary
Due to the fact that the data analysed for this thesis were collected using five different
telescopes, slightly different procedures were followed during the preparation, reduction and
calibration stages. The OGLE data were received in a fully reduced form which mean that
no further work was required. However, for the MJUO and SALT data some preparations
were necessary prior to their reduction (aperture photometry) with Mira AL. The calibration
of these datasets was complex and several steps had to be performed before the MJUO and
SALT V and I data were aligned with the colour corrected OGLE V and I data. The
calibrations were done by comparing and calculating the difference in magnitude of F116
(F region standard star) and other standard stars, with themselves, in the various images
collected by the different telescopes. Following this the appropriate calibration correction
was applied.
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Chapter 5
Recovery phase photometry and dust
extinction
The previous chapter discussed the steps required to generate the stellar magnitudes, the
analysis of which is presented in this and the following chapter. This chapter presents the
techniques that were employed to perform an analysis of the enigmatic declines that occur in
RCB stars. The majority of this analysis is based on OGLE V and I data, but in a few cases
data that were collected at MJUO and SALT are also included. Four RCB stars revealed
declines in their light curves and an investigation into their characteristic nature is given.
The work undertaken for this chapter aims to extend and compare the current knowledge of
the physical properties of RCB dust in these stars in the LMC, SMC and our Galaxy.
5.1 Matching Julian dates
As one of the aims of this thesis is to create and analyse the time evolution of CMDs for the
individual stars, it is necessary to match up observations in different filters (i.e. V and I )
that share a common JD. For the SALT data several observations of a particular star were
obtained per night. Small fluctuations (about 0.05 mag) are apparent in these observations
and can most likely be attributed to observational effects from SALT (i.e. the changing size
of the aperture during the night). To remove these effects, and to create one data point for
each star per night, the average SALT magnitude was computed. Throughout this chapter,
and to minimise clutter in the plots, all the figures display the SALT data as the averaged
magnitude value for a particular night. In the case of the MJUO data, although multiple
observations of the same star on a certain night were less common, when they did occur the
same procedure as described for the SALT data was applied.
To ensure a true representation of the photospheric activity in the CMD, the JDs in the
matching filters must be relatively close. Observations from SALT and MJUO in different
filters were matched up to within a fraction of a day of their JDs. With the OGLE data,
the majority were paired with observations also to within a fraction of a day of their actual
collection time. However, this was not always adopted due to the manner in which the
observations were obtained. Although OGLE provided a vast quantity of data, the amount
of observations in the I filter far out numbered those available in the V filter. Therefore,
in order to make use of all the available V observations, a decision was made to allow the
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pairing of data with JDs corresponding to within 1.5 days of each other. Applying this
method permitted the number of OGLE data points used to be maximised and therefore
resulted in plots with a greater concentration of data for more of the stars. Although this
method is less accurate, RCB declines occur over a relatively long duration, so the effects
of data aligned to within 1.5 days of when they were actually obtained is negligible in this
part of the analysis. Special attention was given to data points which looked as if they were
associated with a decline. In such cases data in the V and I filters were only matched to
within a fraction of a day.
5.2 Recovery phase photometry
In order to identify the occurrence of declines and recoveries in the data, a plot of JD
against V was created for each star. The figures generated for LMC100.6 48589, LMC104.4
60857, LMC161.3 45704, LMC103.3 15150, LMC169.7 40649 and SMC105.6 22488 have been
included for discussion in this chapter due to some of the interesting characteristics that they
display. All the remaining figures have been included in Appendix C. In all cases the data
have been colour-coded to enable individual declines to be distinguished. For each star the
colour-coding in the JD-magnitude plots is the same as that in the CMDs to allow for an
easy comparison.
Figure 5.1 clearly reveals the seven declines that have occurred in LMC100.6 48589
during the time-span over which the data were collected. Even though seven declines have
been identified only certain data points (circled in black) in a decline may be selected for
inclusion in further calculations. This is because during the initial decline phase the dust
in the stellar environment is inhomogeneously distributed which results in the rapid drop
observed in magnitude. In the recovery phase the dust around the star is assumed to be more
uniformly distributed, and it is at this time that a noticeable excess in the (U -V ), (B -V ),
(V -R) and (V -I ) colours becomes apparent. Since the late recovery phase is the desired
component of the decline under investigation for this thesis, a magnitude threshold was set
in order to reject all data that were collected prior to dust homogeneity over the stellar
disc. This threshold varied between individual stars and was also dependent on the depth
to which a particular decline fell. It was generally taken as being two or three magnitudes
below maximum brightness, which corresponds to the data points in the CMD following an
asymptotic recovery line back to maximum light (Figure 5.2). If however, the inclusion of all
the decline data points were allowed, an increase in absorption may be detected compared
with uniform dust distributed, thus producing an incorrect slope in the CMD and possibly
leading to a false determination of the dust particle size.
Figure 5.2 shows the data obtained from LMC100.6 48589 plotted in a CMD. It reveals
that during the onset of a decline the sudden decrease in magnitude is portrayed by the points
on the CMD moving to fainter V and ultimately redder (V -I ). For some declines the (V -I )
colour does show a `blue-type' decline (Cottrell et al. 1990), with the (V -I ) becoming bluer
than at maximum light. However many declines are of the `red-type'. This propensity of the
(V -I ) colour towards redder values during the initial decline is a common feature observed
in RCB stars (Lawson et al. 1991). As the star recovers to normal brightness the data points
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follow a characteristic `loop' track (prominent in Figure 5.2) towards the asymptotic recovery
line (black line). The literature (Skuljan et al. 2003) reveals that all RCB stars observed to
date demonstrate this asymptotic recovery back to maximum light. In addition, the slope of
the asymptotic line does not depend on the depth or the frequency of declines and is roughly
the same for all RCB stars (see Table 5.1 for the four stars identified as having undergone a
decline).
The position of the `asymptote' (black line) for all figures constructed for this thesis
was determined by fitting a straight line to the data points circled in black, and in some
cases (e.g. LMC100.6 48589 in Figure 5.1) the points that were identified as representing
the star at maximum light (black points). The reason for including the latter points in the
calculation is that the asymptotic line must pass through them since the recovering star will
eventually end up with a maximum magnitude that will be at this position in the CMD. The
inclusion of these points is essential to ensure the best possible calculation for the gradient
of the asymptote. The gradient of this line for LMC100.6 48589 was calculated as having a
value of ∆V
∆(V−I) = 3.33 ± 0.10 with the uncertainty computed using the red and blue lines
in Figure 5.2.
The uncertainty is calculated as half the difference in the slopes of the red and blue lines,
which are straight lines fitted to the extreme maximum and minimum possible values (taking
into account their uncertainty in both V and (V -I )) for the data points respectively. This
method for determining the uncertainty was chosen because it not only takes into account
the positional spread of the desired data, but it also includes their individual uncertainties.
Figure 5.1: The light curve of LMC100.6 48589 displaying the seven declines (separately
colour-coded). The data obtained at maximum light (black points) and the data selected for
use in further calculations (black circles), are displayed similarly in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: This CMD of LMC100.6 48589 shows the characteristic `loop' decline and `as-
ymptotic' recovery track traced by each of the seven declines (colour-coded) observed in
Figure 5.1. The black line ( ∆V
∆(V−I) = 3.33 ± 0.10) represents the asymptotic recovery path
and the red and blue lines are used in the calculation of its uncertainty.
Figure 5.3 displays the LMC104.4 60857 data. It shows several declines of varying depth.
When these data are plotted in a CMD (Figure 5.4), it is evident that initially each decline
takes a slightly different `loop' path (depending on the decline depth caused by the localised
dust concentration in the stellar environment), but remarkably during the recovery phase all
the decline data track along the same line. This provides more evidence to consolidate the
idea that the depth of an individual decline is unrelated to the final approach to maximum
light. The slope of the recovery asymptote for LMC104.4 60857 was determined to be
(3.34± 0.02), the same, within the uncertainties to that calculated for LMC100.6 48589.
The light curve for LMC161.3 45704 (Figure 5.5) reveals an interesting feature whereby
it appears that the star is undergoing miniature declines and recoveries, that are occurring
within an overall long-term downward decline. This phenomenon may be initiated by the
presence of pulsations constantly occurring within RCB stars. A similar aspect in the struc-
ture of the light curve of the RCB star, RY Sgr (i.e. the `hump' or double-decline), has been
observed by Cottrell et al. (1990). The appearance of these features in the RY Sgr light curve
occurred at times near the expected pulsation maxima. The CMD generated for LMC161.3
45704 (Figure 5.6) displays two recovery lines. In this circumstance it is probable that sev-
eral small dust clouds are being formed sequentially in the stellar environment - formation
of one occurring shortly after its predecessor has begun to disperse. This arrangement would
lead to an overall long-term decline that is composed of several smaller ones.
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Figure 5.3: The light curve of LMC104.4 60857 revealing declines reaching various depths.
Figure 5.4: The CMD for LMC104.4 60857.
A similar situation is evident in the light curve (Figure 5.7) and the CMD (Figure 5.8)
for LMC103.3 15150. The light curve reveals what seems to be a long-term recovery, which
when plotted in a CMD becomes four separate recovery tracks. The gradient value for each
of the four recovery sections of LMC103.3 15150 has been included in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: LMC161.3 45704 revealing what appear to be small declines (red and green
points) within a large downward trend in magnitude.
Figure 5.6: The CMD of LMC161.3 45704 showing two recovery paths, separated by approx-
imately 1.5 magnitudes.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the light curve and CMD LMC169.7 40649. Although declines
are evident in the light curve, it looks as if the star does not properly return back to maximum
brightness during the time-span over which the data were collected. Instead, the data portray
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Figure 5.7: The light curve of LMC103.3 15150.
Figure 5.8: The CMD of LMC103.3 15150 showing the four separate recoveries tracks.
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Figure 5.9: The light curve for LMC169.7 40649 shows that it is probable that the star did
not return to maximum brightness during the time-span over which the data were collected.
the star as being continuously in a decline, which probably accounts for the steep slope of
∆V
∆(V−I) = 5.59 ± 0.24 observed in the CMD.
Figure 5.11 shows the only star (SMC105.6 22488) in the SMC that has undergone an
`identified' decline (see Table 5.1, column 2) during the course over which the data were
collected. Although the CMD (Figure 5.12) possesses the characteristic asymptotic recovery
line with a gradient of about three, the amplitude of the declines are small (up to two
magnitudes) compared with the declines observed for other RCB stars. Once again these
rather small magnitude changes could be an indication of stellar pulsations. The data below
20th magnitude could not be used in the gradient calculation for two reasons: first, due to
the lack of uniformity of the dust distribution, and second, because below 20th magnitude
the accuracy of the data can not confidently be relied upon. There are larger uncertainties
associated with these points. The result for the gradient ( ∆V
∆(V−I) = 3.21 ± 0.22) falls within
the same range as the LMC and galactic RCB stars. This could be a coincidence, as the
manner in which the magnitude of this star changes with respect to the pulsation cycle might
be similar to the way that the magnitude varies near maximum light at the culmination of a
recovery. This would indeed produce a similar value for the slope in the CMD regardless of
whether the data are representative of a decline or not. Another point to consider is that this
star has been classified as a DY Per type (see Section 1.5.1). Therefore these small magnitude
dips could be caused by a similar but less intense version of the mechanism responsible for
creating the declines detected in more typical RCB stars. To better illuminate the intriguing
patterns displayed by this and other DY Per stars, an analysis performed with more data in
a variety of filters would be required.
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Figure 5.10: The CMD of LMC169.7 40649 revealing a steep slope of ∆V
∆(V−I) = 5.59 ± 0.24.
Figure 5.11: The light curve for SMC105.6 22488 (DY Per).
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Figure 5.12: The CMD for SMC105.6 22488.
Table 5.1 contains the gradients of the asymptotic recovery lines calculated for seven of
the 18 RCB stars observed for this thesis. The mean does not include the gradient values
calculated for LMC103.3 15150, LMC169.7 40649 and LMC170.4 12337. For LMC103.3
15150 the recovery track is composed of four separate sections and it is unlike a typical
RCB recovery (Figure 5.8). [The nature of the LMC103.3 15150 CMD could be a result of
stellar pulsations.] In the case of LMC169.7 40649 it is apparent that the star is always in
decline. Therefore the slope calculation probably includes data that were acquired prior to
dust homogeneity, resulting in an overestimation of the slope. Although definite declines
are present in the LMC170.4 12337 light curve (Appendix C, Figure C.10), data were only
collected during the final 1.5 magnitude recovery to maximum brightness. This small range
of decline data provides a poor representation of the entire `homogeneous' recovery phase.
As a result only four of the stars have been portrayed as having undergone an `identified'
decline (column 2). Research performed on RCB stars to date implies that the mechanism
responsible for the observed magnitude declines is common to all RCB stars (Skuljan et al.
2003). If this is true, and if the composition of RCB stars is relatively similar, then one would
expect that the size of the dust particles existing in the stellar environment would be similar
in all RCB stars. Since the asymptotic recovery line in the CMD is a common line along
which colour indices vary as a result of uniform dust distribution, one may predict that the
gradient of this line should be the same for all RCB stars. For the four stars demonstrating
`identified' declines in their light curves, their gradient values fall near the value of about 3.1
(Skuljan et al. 2003). For all the other stars, CMDs have been created (Appendix C) but
since the variations in their light curves are small (less than the characteristic drop expected
for a typical RCB decline) the recovery gradients have not been calculated.
In total 18 declines occurred in four stars over the time-span of about eight years. The
mean value for the gradient of the recovery slope for these four stars is [ ∆V
∆(V−I) ]tablemean =
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3.31 ± 0.10 (Table 5.1). To calculate a more representative recovery track gradient, the data
points from the 18 declines were shifted so that they share a common zero point. The shift
was achieved by subtracting the average magnitude at maximum light from the photometric
data (in both the V and I filters) to create new V and (V -I ) values. Following this a
straight line was fitted to the recovery data from these four stars in order to determine
the combined gradient. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the data prior to and after maximum
magnitude subtraction respectively. The value for the gradient calculated using this method
is [ ∆V
∆(V−I) ]combined graph = 3.37 ± 0.24, with the uncertainty being determined in the same way
as for all prior gradient values computed during this thesis. These two gradient values are
consistent considering their uncertainties. They also fall close to the value of [ ∆V
∆(V−I) ]galactic =
3.1 ± 0.1 for galactic RCB stars that was previously determined by Skuljan et al. (2003).
Figure 5.13: Declines from four RCB stars before the magnitude at maximum light in the
V and I filters has been subtracted from the recovery points. The data from each star are
colour-coded as follows: LMC100.6 48589: blue, LMC101.7 8114: red, LMC104.4 60857:
green, and SMC105.6 22488: magenta.
5.3 RCB dust extinction curve
In order to be able to draw a conclusion about the nature of the RCB dust particles, the
next step would be to produce colour-colour diagrams. Due to calibration uncertainties this
was not done in this thesis, but the recovery gradient calculated in these plots and those
calculated from the combined CMDs (Figure 5.14) could be used with the following equations
to enable the creation of a dust extinction curve.
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Figure 5.14: Declines from four RCB stars with a combined gradient of [ ∆V
∆(V−I) ]combined graph =
3.37 ± 0.24. The data from each star are colour-coded as follows: LMC100.6 48589: blue,
LMC101.7 8114: red, LMC104.4 60857: green, and SMC105.6 22488: magenta.
The normalised RCB dust extinction (Aλ/AV ) can be calculated from the following equa-
tion:
Aλ
AV
= 1 +
E(mλ − V )
AV
, (5.1)
where the total extinction in V (AV ) can be defined in terms of the reddening factor (RV ):
RV =
AV
E(B − V ) . (5.2)
Using this relation the visual absorption (AV ) may be determined from the colour excess
E(B − V ) = (B − V ) − (B − V )0. Making the substitution of AV from Equation 5.2 into
Equation 5.1 and simplifying, yields the following expression:
Aλ
AV
= 1 +
1
RV
E(mλ − V )
E(B − V ) = 1 +
Xλ
RV
, (5.3)
in which the colour excess [E(mλ− V )] becomes normalised with respect to E(B− V ). The
slope in the colour-colour diagrams during the recovery phase [∆(mλ − V )/∆(B − V )] is
equivalent to Xλ = E(mλ − V )/E(B − V ) in Equation 5.3 and the slope [∆V/∆(B − V )]
in the CMD [(B − V, V )] is the reddening factor RV . Calculating the normalised RCB dust
extinction in all five filters (UBVRI ) would allow an extinction curve for the RCB dust in
the MCs to be incorporated into a plot similar to Figure 2.3 shown in Chapter 2, which
would permit comparisons between the optical properties of MC and galactic RCB dust,
and ISM dust to be made.
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5.4 Summary and speculations
Some conclusions and speculations may be drawn from the results arrived upon in this
chapter.
The recovery track gradient value obtained for the MCs ([ ∆V
∆(V−I) ]combined graph = 3.37 ±
0.24) lies close to the previous value obtained for galactic RCB stars ([ ∆V
∆(V−I) ]galactic =
3.1 ± 0.1), and could imply that the chemical abundance/environment and hence the dust
particles sizes in their respective locations are similar in both our Galaxy and the MCs.
An interesting point to note is that the recovery asymptote for the MCs is positioned at
larger values of (V -I ) compared with that calculated for galactic RCB stars (Skuljan et al.
2003). This may be a result of increased interstellar dust existing along the line-of-sight
in the direction towards the MCs compared with the RCB stars previously studied in the
Galaxy. The gradient calculated for the LMC RCB stars alone (excluding SMC105.6 22488),
is [ ∆V
∆(V−I) ]LMC = 3.34 ± 0.21. Comparing this value with the recovery gradient for just the
SMC, or simply SMC105.6 22488 ([ ∆V
∆(V−I) ]SMC = 3.21 ± 0.22), it is clear that they also
agree to within their associated uncertainties. This suggests that the physical properties of
the dust forming in the RCB stellar environments in the LMC and SMC are also similar.
However, from these speculations it is yet to be determined whether or not the metal poor
environment of the MCs has any effect on the nature of the dust forming in the RCB stellar
environment.
The majority of the decline analysis presented in this chapter was based on observations
provided by OGLE (V and I filters only), although SALT and MJUO observations were
included where applicable (Table 5.1, column 4). To construct CMDs and colour-colour
diagrams it will be necessary to collect data regularly (several times a week) over a period
of time spanning several years. The SALT and MJUO data available for analysis were only
collected over several months during the course of this thesis, thus resulting in a relatively
low probability that an RCB star would enter a decline during this time frame. However,
the positive outcome about this situation is that although the MJUO and SALT data were
not entirely useful for a decline analysis, having frequent observations spanning a shorter
duration is ideal for a photometric pulsation analysis, which is the focus of Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
RCB pulsations
This chapter involves a discussion of two methods that may be used to unveil individual
periodicities that are concealed in the RCB star light curves due to the complex nature of
their pulsations. An analysis of the data collected from nine RCB stars existing in the MCs
is presented.
6.1 Fourier analysis
Due to the fact that RCB stars pulsate simultaneously with a variety of periods, the observed
light curve at maximum brightness represents a combination of all these periods superim-
posed onto each other. To extract individual periods from this blend, it is necessary to
perform Fourier analysis. Fourier analysis allows the decomposition of a function in terms
of sinusoidal functions with different frequencies, so that when recombined, the result is the
original function.
In an ideal situation, the analysis of non-equally spaced photometric data, such as that
used in this thesis, should be done by applying the Lomb-Scargle Fourier method (Lomb
1976; Scargle 1982). This method, coded by Press and Teukolsky (1988), has the ability to
consider the data on a per point basis rather than on a per time interval basis. Unfortunately
time constraints prevented the Lomb-Scargle method from being carried out on the data
analysed in this chapter. Interpolation or filling out gaps in the data with zeros or another
particular value are other methods that could be applied to achieve equally spaced data.
However, due to the limited amount of data per star available for the pulsation analysis,
taking this approach could give rise to unrealistic variability across data gaps. Therefore a
decision was made that any attempt to try and equi-space the data would only degrade the
quality of the results and complicate their interpretation. Consequently the data collected
at maximum light were analysed in their current form (non-equally space) in order to obtain
some preliminary results, with the intention of extending and improving this method of
analysis as future work.
Figure 6.1 displays both the V and I data that were obtained for LMC170.4 12337. It
is imperative that data collected during RCB declines (see Chapter 5) be omitted from the
pulsation analysis because even though the star continues to pulsate during the decline phase,
the physical effects of dust formation and the drop in magnitude will significantly impair
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the ability to pinpoint pulsations that may be identifiable while the star is at maximum
brightness. An example of the data selected for inclusion in the pulsation analysis are shown
in Figures 6.1 and 6.4, and is colour-coded as follows: green (V ) and black (I ), whereas the
blue (V ) and cyan (I ) data were excluded. In some instances, fitting a polynomial to the
data and then subtracting this from it will enable the alignment of decline data with that
collected at maximum light. If this technique is performed then incorporation of decline
data into a pulsation analysis may be done. However, for some of the pulsation analyses in
the literature (e.g. Alcock et al. 2001), as with the analysis presented in this chapter, only
the inclusion of data obtained while the star is at maximum light have been permitted.
To convert the data from the time-domain into a frequency-domain it is necessary to
take the Fourier transform. This is done using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function in
MATLAB. The output from this command is a complex vector (F) where the first component
is the sum of all the transformed data, and the middle value is the Nyquist frequency (half the
sampling frequency). All the values positioned after the Nyquist frequency in F correspond
to negative frequencies, and they are complex conjugates of the components positioned before
the Nyquist frequency in F. The magnitude of F squared is the power. Constructing a plot of
the frequency (x-axis) versus the power (y-axis) results in a graph called a periodogram. The
structure of the periodogram reveals the dominant pulsational frequencies that are likely to
be occurring in the star. The positions of the peaks displayed in Figures 6.2 and 6.5 reflect
these frequencies in LMC170.4 12337 and LMC109.6 48589 respectively. It is probable that
the amount of noise present in these periodograms would decrease if a larger dataset was
available for use in the Fourier analysis calculation. Inclusion of more data would also
contribute to enhancing the peaks. The reciprocal of the frequency (period) is given in
Figures 6.3 and 6.6. The three most prominent periods that were identified in each of the
nine stars are displayed in Table 6.1. (All the periodograms for these nine stars are included
in Appendix D.) For most of the RCB stars studied to date the literature suggests that a
period of around 40 days is relatively common (Lawson et al. 1990, 1994). Referring to Table
6.1 it is clear that no particular period is prevalent, and certainly not a period of around 40
days. This may be due to a combination of data sampling along with the particular analysis
technique used. An extended investigation is described in Section 6.2.
Table 6.1: The three most prominent pulsation periods (measured in days) displayed by each
star as a result of the Fourier analysis. The symbol `x' is used in the cases where no periods
were identifiable.
Star Period 1 (V ) Period 2 (V ) Period 3 (V ) Period 1 (I ) Period 2 (I ) Period 3 (I )
LMC109.6 21921 5.3 12 3.7 5.3 12 3.7
LMC112.6 8722 36 12 5.1 36 12 5.1
LMC164.1 16431 32 8.0 5.3 32 8.0 5.3
LMC170.4 12337 15 4.4 2.4 15 4.4 2.4
LMC203.2 3 28 7.0 4.0 28 7.0 4.0
LMC_SC15 85515 11 7.5 5.6 11 7.5 5.0
SMC103.6 8671 15 x x 15 x x
SMC133.4 11928 88 18 11 88 17 11
SMC_SC3 172361 (DY Per) x x x x x x
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Figure 6.1: Pulsation V (green) and I (black) data selected for LMC170.4 12337. Blue and
cyan points represent the V and I data that were not selected for the pulsation analysis.
Figure 6.2: The periodogram for LMC170.4 12337 (V data - green, I data - black).
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Figure 6.3: A plot of the possible periods occurring in LMC170.4 12337 (V data - green, I
data - black).
Figure 6.4: Pulsation V (green) and I (black) data selected for LMC109.6 21921.
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Figure 6.5: The periodogram for LMC109.6 21921 (V data - green, I data - black).
Figure 6.6: A plot of the possible periods occurring in LMC109.6 21921 (V data - green, I
data - black).
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6.2 Removing the most prominent period
Although in most cases three periods were identified for each star (Table 6.1) using the
Fourier analysis method described in Section 6.1, the periodograms were relatively noisy
and therefore a second approach for identifying possible pulsation periods is presented in
this section. The method aims to determine one dominant period in the datasets belonging
to each star, and then remove it by subtraction. Following this, the Fourier method can be
re-applied using these `new' data with one less entangled period in the mix for it to deal
with.
The method involves using a program that was written in FORTRAN code, and requires
a period range to be entered by the user. The range is automatically split into 299 intervals
(i.e. 300 period values) and by minimising the residuals the program calculates the optimum
period for the data that falls within this designated period range. The result is the output
of data that is folded or phased to fit a curve with the optimum period (Figures 6.7 and
6.8). In these two figures the red data points are the model-fitted values, and the green
(V ) and black (I ) data points are the original input data. This method was executed for
all nine stars using a period range of 0− 100 days. Although periods greater than 100 days
have been detected in some RCB stars (Alcock et al. 2001), for the majority of galactic RCB
stars their periods lie between 40 and 100 days (Lawson et al. 1990, 1994). In addition, all
of the periods that have already been detected (Table 6.1) fall within this range. Increasing
the range would only contribute uncertainty to the value identified as the optimum period,
as the step interval described previously would be greater. After considering these factors
it was decided that constricting the programme to search for periods within the 0 − 100
day range would be the best option, as it would provide a suitably large range and at the
same time produce a relatively constrained period and fit. The dominant period, along with
the associated σ values (measure of the fit quality) for the nine stars in both the V and I
datasets is presented in Table 6.2. All the phase diagrams may be found in Appendix D.
Table 6.2: The dominant pulsation period displayed by each star as determined using the
FORTRAN code and method described in Section 6.2. Each period is in units of days and
σ is the rms of the fit.
Star Period (V ) σ Period (I ) σ No. of points
LMC109.6 21921 39 4 39 3 37
LMC112.6 8722 37 19 37 12 36
LMC164.1 16431 11 14 96 10 32
LMC170.4 12337 43 6 23 5 61
LMC203.2 3 87 9 24 6 28
LMC_SC15 85515 44 10 81 9 45
SMC103.6 8671 46 14 3 11 15
SMC133.4 11928 31 19 31 14 88
SMC_SC3 172361 2 13 2 12 27
Fifty percent of the period values presented in Table 6.2 fall within the `expected' 30−50
day period range. Some of the more obscure periods could be a result of poor data sampling.
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Figure 6.7: LMC109.6 21921 V data folded onto one cycle with a period of 39 days (σ= 4).
The red data points are the model-fitted values and the green ones are the original values
(see Section 6.2 for more details).
Figure 6.8: LMC109.6 21921 I data folded onto one cycle with a period of 39 days (σ= 3).
The red data points are the model-fitted values and the black ones are the original values
(see Section 6.2 for more details).
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Figure 6.9: LMC164.1 16431 V (green) and I (black) data selected for the pulsation Fourier
analysis. Blue and cyan points represent the V and I data that were not selected for the
pulsation analysis. The data enclosed within the red box are used in Figure 6.10. The data
points circled in blue represent the final point at maximum light prior to the decline onset
(refer to Appendix D, Figure D.12).
For example SMC_SC3 172361 has a period of 2 days, which is no doubt due to the fact
that the data were collected in two separate intervals (Appendix D, Figure D.18). Similarly,
for LMC164.1 16431 and SMC133.4 11928 the distinct intervals over which the data were
collected caused some difficulty in the calculation of the period, and this is evident in the
respective phase plots (Appendix D, Figures D.12 and D.17). Unfortunately, recalculating
the period using only a subset of the original data was not an option as the FORTRAN
code can not operate with so few data points. However, by studying the light curves for
these two stars (Figures 6.9 and 6.11 respectively) it is clear that some form of periodic
variability is apparent. Subsequently, a sinusoid was fitted to some of the data by eye in
order to obtain a ball park value for possible periods. Figure 6.10 displays the relevant
data for LMC164.1 16431, and reveals a possible pulsation period falling somewhere near
100 days. For SMC133.4 11928 the data is shown in Figure 6.12, with a possible period of
about 25 days. These results are by no means definitive solutions. The aim of performing
this procedure is simply to demonstrate that some variability is present in the light curves
of these stars, and that with the methods described above, extraction of an explicit period
could not be achieved.
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Figure 6.10: Sine curves fitted (by eye) to some of the V (green) and I (black) data from
LMC164.1 16431 (Figure 6.9). At this position in the light curve a period of around 100
days looks most likely.
Figure 6.11: SMC133.4 11928 V (green) and I (black) data selected for the pulsation Fourier
analysis. Blue and cyan points represent the V and I data that were not selected for the
pulsation analysis. The data enclosed within the red box are used in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Sine curves fitted (by eye) to some of the V (green) and I (black) data from
SMC133.4 11928 (Figure 6.11). At this position in the light curve a period of around 25
days looks most likely.
In the `FORTRAN dominant period analysis' both the V and I periods for LMC109.6
21921 and LMC112.6 8722 are similar and fall close to the characteristic 40 day period,
therefore only the data from these stars have been used for further analysis. Figures 6.13,
6.14 and 6.15 show the data for LMC109.6 21921 after the dominant period of 39 days has
been removed, and once it has undergone the Fourier analysis for the second time. The same
figures for LMC112.6 8722 have been included in Appendix D. The `new' period values for
LMC109.6 21921 and LMC112.6 8722 are summarised in Table 6.3.
Referring to Table 6.3 it appears that even after subtraction of the optimum/dominant
period (39 days), a period close to the characteristic 40 day period (37 days) is still being
detected in the LMC109.6 21921 data. A similar situation is also evident for LMC112.6 8722,
although the 36 day period was originally detected after the first Fourier calculation had been
performed. These results probably indicate an inaccurate identification, or an unsuccessful
subtraction of the dominant period. The second period identified as occurring in LMC112.6
21921 (6 days) has half the value that it had in Table 6.1, before the subtraction technique
was performed on the data.
Table 6.3: The three most prominent pulsation periods (measured in days) displayed by the
two stars after the dominant period (Table 6.2) was subtracted from the data. These three
periods were calculated by re-applying the Fourier analysis method described in Section 6.1.
Star Period 1 (V ) Period 2 (V ) Period 3 (V ) Period 1 (I ) Period 2 (I ) Period 3 (I )
LMC109.6 21921 37.00 7.40 3.70 37.00 7.40 12.33
LMC112.6 8722 36.00 6.00 2.77 36.00 6.00 4.00
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Figure 6.13: The LMC109.6 21921 V (green) and I (black) data after the dominant period
of 39 days has been subtracted. The label on the vertical axis (M-MMfit) represents the
original magnitude (for both V and I ) minus the magnitude of the blue curve shown in
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 respectively.
Figure 6.14: The periodogram for LMC109.6 21921 (V data - green, I data - black) after
subtraction of the dominant period (39 days).
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Figure 6.15: A plot of the possible periods occurring in LMC109.6 21921 (V data - green, I
data - black) after subtraction of the dominant period (39 days).
6.3 Summary
After performing a pulsational analysis on nine RCB stars in the MCs it is clear that these
stars are definitely undergoing regular pulsations. However, explicitly identifying the periods
is challenging. Two techniques were used for identifying the pulsation periods and for the
majority of the stars a period in the vicinity of 40 days was detected using the second
technique. However, the most valuable result obtained from this analysis is probably the
affirmation that a great deal more data are required to perform a pulsation analysis from
which definitive conclusions may be drawn. Utilising more advanced pulsation identification
methods on these data to extricate and identify the various periods, would probably not
yield results of a much better quality than those calculated using the methods described in
this chapter. Carrying out an analysis using, for example the Lomb-Scargle method on a
dataset collected every few days over a decade, would be instrumental in allowing pulsation
periods in these stars to be confidently unveiled.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
The work completed for this thesis involved the initiation of a multi-site photometric pro-
gramme, to examine the extraordinary behaviour displayed by 18 R Coronae Borealis (RCB)
supergiant stars (helium/carbon-rich, and hydrogen-poor) residing in the Magellanic Clouds
(MCs). This monitoring programme comprised the collection of UBVRI photometric data
using five telescopes located at three different southern hemisphere longitudes (Las Cam-
panas Observatory in Chile, Mount John University Observatory (MJUO) in New Zealand,
and the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT) in South Africa).
The Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE), that operates at Las Campanas
Observatory, provided the longest extent of data (December 1994 to February 2008). This
was supplemented by data collected with telescopes at MJUO (September 2007 to January
2008) and SALTICAM on SALT (October 2007 to February 2008). Data calibration across
the five instruments was a key element of the analysis, and entailed the use of F116 (an F
region standard star) and other tertiary standards.
Two important RCB characteristics, the enigmatic declines and the pulsational variabil-
ity, form the bulk of the analysis presented in this thesis. Examination of the data acquired
in the V and I filters, resulted in the identification of a total of 18 RCB declines occur-
ring in four stars (three stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and one in the Small
Magellanic Cloud (SMC)). Construction of colour-magnitude diagrams (V -I vs V ), in par-
ticular during the recovery to maximum light, were undertaken in order to study the unique
colour behaviour associated with the RCB declines as a result of the dust formation in the
stellar environment. The combined recovery slope for the four stars was determined to be
[ ∆V
∆(V−I) ] = 3.37 ± 0.24, which is similar to the value of [ ∆V∆(V−I) ] = 3.1 ± 0.1 calculated for
galactic RCB stars (Skuljan et al. 2003). In addition, the slopes calculated for the stars in
the LMC ([ ∆V
∆(V−I) ]LMC = 3.34 ± 0.21) and SMC ([ ∆V∆(V−I) ]SMC = 3.21 ± 0.22) alone, also
agree to within their uncertainty. These results may imply that the nature of the dust (i.e.
the particle size) is similar in both our Galaxy and the MCs. Extending this analysis by
incorporating data obtained in other filters (e.g. U, B and R) would enable the creation of a
dust extinction curve, that would provide confirmation for the validity of the result obtained
using V and I data.
The pulsation analysis focused on the identification of pulsation periods in nine RCB
stars in the MCs. Two different methods, Fourier analysis and dominant period subtraction,
were employed for this purpose. Periodic variations are apparent in these stars, and for
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the majority, a period of around 40 days (common in RCB stars, Lawson et al. 1990,1994)
was detected using the second identification method. However, the most valuable result
obtained from this analysis was need for refining the manner in which data collection should
be carried out, in order to perform a more comprehensive pulsation analysis. Frequent
data collection (at least weekly) over several years, in addition to the use of more advanced
pulsation identification techniques, would increase the probability of extracting individual
periods from the complex mix displayed in the RCB light curves.
The material presented in this thesis has established the obvious demand for an increase
in the number of observations of RCB stars, both in our Galaxy and in the MCs. With only
77 RCB stars currently known, it is vital that this population, and the number of associated
studies, be increased to enable the mysteries relating to their evolutionary status, dust
formation mechanism and other aspects to be solved. Continuing the UBVRI photometric
monitoring programme with OGLE, MJUO and SALT, would be instrumental in narrowing
the gap to find the answers to these questions. An increase in the amount of UBVRI
photometric data would permit the production of colour-magnitude diagrams ranging from
V vs (U -B) through to V vs (V -I ), therefore leading to quantification of the properties of
circumstellar dust in the MC RCB stars.
The use of OGLE alerts to initiate more intensive photometric as well as spectroscopic
campaigns on other telescopes (i.e. at MJUO and SALT), would broaden the scope of the
study due to the availability of data collected over a wider wavelength range. In particular,
obtaining spectroscopic observations during the initial decline phase, using the Robert Stobie
Spectrograph on SALT, would allow an investigation into the stellar chromospheric activity
at that time. Exploring the link between the RCB and DY Per stars in both our Galaxy and
the MCs, through a detailed abundance analysis at maximum light using the High Resolution
Spectrograph on SALT, is another avenue that would be useful for enhancing the current
RCB star knowledge.
The work undertaken for this thesis may be thought of as the pilot project for the pursuit
of greater research in this area. During this thesis a number of hurdles have been encountered
and overcome (e.g. the method for data calibration), thus outlining a clear pathway along
which significant future discoveries relating to the host of fascinating RCB phenomena can
be made.
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Appendix A
SALT Proposal
The SALT observing proposal that was discussed in Chapter 3 is included in full as Appendix
A. The first document is the scientific justification report that was required to accompany
the observing proposal. Following this, a copy of the proposal in `display mode is presented.
The observing proposal was constructed by the author (principal investigator) using the
PIPT manager 0.61, and the version displayed on the proceeding pages was downloaded
from the SALT website (http://www.salt.ac.nz) after logging in through the web manager.
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SALT Proposal 
 
Abstract 
 
This research proposes a survey of the known R Coronae Borealis (RCB) stars in the 
Magellanic Clouds. A pulsation analysis will be performed to determine whether a 
decline is dependent upon the nature of the pulsation cycle at that time. It will be a 
bonus to our analysis if observations of one of the RCB stars entering a decline are 
obtained. The data will also be analysed to further the work that has already been 
done regarding the nature of the dust particles ejected into the stellar atmosphere, thus 
causing the magnitude decline. 
 
Scientific Justification 
 
The study of R Coronae Borealis stars (RCB) is essential if the gaps in models of 
stellar evolution are to be narrowed. At present only about 40 RCB stars are known to 
exist in our galaxy (Milone 1990), and another 20 in the Large and 6 in the Small 
Magellanic Clouds (Clayton et al. 2000, Alcock et al. 2001). The fact that such a 
small number have been discovered suggests that either they represent a rare and 
peculiar evolutionary phase, or that they are a common but rapidly evolving stage of 
stellar evolution. 
 
RCB stars are supergiant stars which form part of a rare class of variable star that 
exhibits unique variability. These hydrogen-deficient, carbon-rich stars undergo 
random, rapid and extreme magnitude variations, which in some cases may be as 
much as eight magnitudes (Clayton 1996). 
 
The declines which occur in these stars are the result of a random mechanism that 
permits large amounts of carbon dust to form in the outer stellar atmosphere (de 
Laverny & Mekarnia 2004). This results in a reduction of the stellar luminosity at a 
time when the dust cloud lies along the observer’s line-of-sight. Original stellar 
brightness recovers as the dust moves away from the star and dissipates. The time 
period of a decline may take several weeks, whereas the recovery time required for 
the star to return to normal light may take months or even years.  
 
The distances to RCB stars and hence their absolute magnitudes are currently ill-
defined. However, the RCB stars identified in the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds 
do not suffer from poor absolute magnitude determination as the distances to the 
Magellanic Clouds are more precisely known. This allows the observations of RCB 
stars in these galaxies to provide accurate measurements of absolute magnitudes and 
other distant dependent quantities.  
 
Past studies reveal that RCB stars exist in a range of absolute visual magnitudes from 
-5 to -2.5 (Alcock et al. 2001). Such information is vital to ensure further 
understanding of the evolutionary status and formation mechanism of RCB stars. The 
chemical and physical processes occurring as an RCB star enters a decline and 
subsequent recovery are of key importance and these processes can be studied from a 
different angle in the metal-poor chemical environment of the Magellanic Clouds. 
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Research would consist of constructing Colour-Magnitude-Diagrams (CMDs) using 
observations from different filters. Previous studies (Skuljan et al. 2003) have shown 
that the recovery phase of a decline follows an asymptote when plotted on a CMD.  
The gradient of this recovery asymptote for each CMD is required to produce an 
extinction curve, which reveals information regarding the size of the dust particles 
obscuring the light. 
 
An important point to consider is the relationship between the pulsations and the 
declines. A recent paper by Crause et al. (2007) claims that a linear relationship exists 
between the dominant pulsation period and the frequency of declines occurring in five 
RCB stars (V854 Cen, RY Sgr, UW Cen, R CrB and S Aps). Using SALT to observe 
the RCB stars in the Magellanic Clouds would further the pulsational work 
accomplished to date on RCB stars in general, as well as surpass the current 
knowledge on specific RCB stars in the Magellanic Clouds. 
  
Observing Structure 
 
Due to the unpredictable declines experienced by RCB stars, I have included this 
section as it might make the observing proposal easier to understand. 
 
We would like to obtain data from the following 6 RCB stars (2 in the SMC and 4 in 
the LMC): 
 
SMC133.4 11928 
SMC103.6 8671 
LMC100.6 48589 
LMC104.4 60857 
LMC169.7 40649 
LMC170.4 12337 
 
The observing configuration for each star is as follows. 
 
Vtest  exp = 1s  (This is to determine the magnitude of the star.) 
 
Depending on the magnitude, one of the following set of observations should be 
performed in the UBVRI filters. These exposure times were calculated using the 
SALT online simulator. 
 
14th magnitude or near to it. 
 
U14 exp = 0.5s 
B14 exp = 0.2s 
V14 exp = 0.1s 
R14 exp = 0.1s 
I14 exp = 0.1 s 
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16.5th magnitude or near to it. 
 
U16.5 exp = 4s 
B16.5 exp = 2s 
V16.5 exp = 1s 
R16.5 exp = 1s 
I16.5 exp = 1 s 
 
19th magnitude or near to it. 
 
U19 exp = 60s 
B19 exp = 20s 
V19 exp = 10s 
R19 exp = 10s 
I19 exp = 10s 
 
We would like this to be repeated every 3 nights for 3 weeks (e.g. 7 times). We will 
also require bias and flat field imaging please. 
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View proposal (Simple display mode)
 Proposal 2007-1-UC-001  
R Coronae Borealis Stars in the Magellanic Clouds
Code Phase Semester Submission date
2007-1-UC-001 2 1 / 2007 n/a
Abstract
This research proposes a survey of the known R Coronae Borealis (RCB) stars in the Magellanic Clouds. A pulsation analysis will be performed to determine whether a decline is 
dependent upon the nature of the pulsation cycle at that time. It will be a bonus to our analysis if observations of one of the RCB stars entering a decline are obtained. The data will also 
be analysed to further the work that has already been done regarding the nature of the dust particles ejected into the stellar atmosphere, thus causing the magnitude decline. We would 
like to obtain observations with a magnitude accuracy of about 0.05 if this is possible, and we would also like the autocollimator light to be turned of for V, R and I exposures please.
Details
Final Target of Opportunity Total time PriorityMod
Yes No 117978 sec NO
Download
Download XML
Download scientific justification
Responsible SALT Astronomer:
Petri Vaisanen  Send email
Time distribution
Partner Percent
University of Canterbury 2
 Investigators  
PI PC Name Partner Institute Department Homepage
X X Robyn Woollands University of Canterbury University of Canterbury Physics and Astronomy www.phys.canterbury.ac.nz
Peter Cottrell University of Canterbury University of Canterbury Physics and Astronomy www.phys.canterbury.ac.nz
Legend
 Investigator has refused the submission of the proposal.
 Investigator has approved the submission of the proposal.
 Investigator still has to approve/refuse submission of the the proposal.
↑ top
 Block - SMC133.4 11928 (#251)  
Seeing conditions Iterations Total Obs times
Transparency Moon Min Seeing Max Seeing Obs Time Wait Visits Attempted Done Shutter open time Overhead Charged
Photometric Gray 0.6" 1.5" 2809 sec 3 days 7 1 0 19663 sec 0 sec 19663 sec
Comments: Once the VTEST has been done and the magnitude has been established, only one of the three observing configurations below must be done. I will also need to get
flat fields and biases please. I do not know how to request them in the proposal. Priority should be given to an RCB star that is in decline. Thus I have labelled all the Blocks with
a priority of 1. The finder charts for each star are included the VTEST Observing Configurations. RCB stars undergo extreme and unpredictable magnitude variations. The
magnitude range could be between 14th and 20th magnitude. A test observation (VTEST) must be done in order to determine the current magnitude. Depending on the signal to
noise, either the 14, 16.5 or 19 magnitude observation set must be performed for the UBVRI filters. This is indicated by the exposure names (e.g. U14 is for a star whose
magnitude is about 14 and is to be observed in the U filter). If possible could the autocollimator light be turned off for the V, R and I observations please, to prevent the light leak
at 670nm.
Priority: 1
change block
SubBlocks SubSubBlocks Details
Order Iterations
Observation times
Order Iterations
Observation times
Pointing Observation TargetShutter 
open time Overhead Charged
Shutter 
open time Overhead Charged
0 1 2809 sec 0 sec 2809 sec 0 1 2809 sec 0 sec
2809 
sec
SMC133.4 
11928_TEST 
(#240)
Observation 
(#240-0)
SMC133.4 
11928
          SMC133.4 11928_14th (#241)
Observation 
(#241-0)
SMC133.4 
11928
2007-1-UC-001 Home Proposals Data SDB Query Options Manual Hello Robyn Woollands! Logout
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SMC133.4 
11928_16.5th 
(#242)
Observation 
(#242-0)
SMC133.4 
11928
          SMC133.4 11928_19th (#243)
Observation 
(#243-0)
SMC133.4 
11928
↑ top
 Block - SMC103.6 8671 (#252)  
Seeing conditions Iterations Total Obs times
Transparency Moon Min Seeing Max Seeing Obs Time Wait Visits Attempted Done Shutter open time Overhead Charged
Photometric Gray 0.6" 1.5" 2809 sec 3 days 7 1 0 19663 sec 0 sec 19663 sec
Comments: Once the VTEST has been done and the magnitude has been established, only one of the three observing configurations below must be done. I will also need to get
flat fields and biases please. I do not know how to request them in the proposal. Priority should be given to an RCB star that is in decline. Thus I have labelled all the Blocks with
a priority of 1. The finder charts for each star are included the VTEST Observing Configurations. RCB stars undergo extreme and unpredictable magnitude variations. The
magnitude range could be between 14th and 20th magnitude. A test observation (VTEST) must be done in order to determine the current magnitude. Depending on the signal to
noise, either the 14, 16.5 or 19 magnitude observation set must be performed for the UBVRI filters. This is indicated by the exposure names (e.g. U14 is for a star whose
magnitude is about 14 and is to be observed in the U filter). If possible could the autocollimator light be turned off for the V, R and I observations please, to prevent the light leak
at 670nm.
Priority: 1
change block
SubBlocks SubSubBlocks Details
Order Iterations
Observation times
Order Iterations
Observation times
Pointing Observation TargetShutter 
open time Overhead Charged
Shutter 
open time Overhead Charged
0 1 2809 sec 0 sec 2809 sec 0 1 2809 sec 0 sec
2809 
sec
SMC103.6 
8671_TEST (#244)
Observation 
(#244-0)
SMC103.6 
8671
          
SMC103.6 
8671_16.5th 
(#245)
Observation 
(#245-0)
SMC103.6 
8671
          SMC103.6 8671_19th (#246)
Observation 
(#246-0)
SMC103.6 
8671
          SMC103.6 8671_14th (#248)
Observation 
(#248-0)
SMC103.6 
8671
↑ top
 Block - LMC100.6 48589 (#253)  
Seeing conditions Iterations Total Obs times
Transparency Moon Min Seeing Max Seeing Obs Time Wait Visits Attempted Done Shutter open time Overhead Charged
Photometric Gray 0.6" 1.5" 2809 sec 3 days 7 2 1 19663 sec 0 sec 19663 sec
Comments: Once the VTEST has been done and the magnitude has been established, only one of the three observing configurations below must be done. I will also need to get
flat fields and biases please. I do not know how to request them in the proposal. Priority should be given to an RCB star that is in decline. Thus I have labelled all the Blocks with
a priority of 1. The finder charts for each star are included the VTEST Observing Configurations. RCB stars undergo extreme and unpredictable magnitude variations. The
magnitude range could be between 14th and 20th magnitude. A test observation (VTEST) must be done in order to determine the current magnitude. Depending on the signal to
noise, either the 14, 16.5 or 19 magnitude observation set must be performed for the UBVRI filters. This is indicated by the exposure names (e.g. U14 is for a star whose
magnitude is about 14 and is to be observed in the U filter). If possible could the autocollimator light be turned off for the V, R and I observations please, to prevent the light leak
at 670nm.
Priority: 1
change block
SubBlocks SubSubBlocks Details
Order Iterations
Observation times
Order Iterations
Observation times
Pointing Observation TargetShutter 
open time Overhead Charged
Shutter 
open time Overhead Charged
0 1 2809 sec 0 sec 2809 sec 0 1 2809 sec 0 sec
2809 
sec
LMC100.6 
48589_TEST 
(#247)
Observation 
(#247-0)
LMC100.6 
48589
          LMC100.6 48589_14th (#249)
Observation 
(#249-0)
LMC100.6 
48589
          
LMC100.6 
48589_16.5th 
(#250)
Observation 
(#250-0)
LMC100.6 
48589
          LMC100.6 48589_19th (#251)
Observation 
(#251-0)
LMC100.6 
48589
↑ top
 Block - LMC104.4 60857 (#254)  
Seeing conditions Iterations Total Obs times
Transparency Moon Min Seeing Max Seeing Obs Time Wait Visits Attempted Done Shutter open time Overhead Charged
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Photometric Gray 0.6" 1.5" 2809 sec 3 days 7 0 1 19663 sec 0 sec 19663 sec
Comments: Once the VTEST has been done and the magnitude has been established, only one of the three observing configurations below must be done. I will also need to get
flat fields and biases please. I do not know how to request them in the proposal. Priority should be given to an RCB star that is in decline. Thus I have labelled all the Blocks with
a priority of 1. The finder charts for each star are included the VTEST Observing Configurations. RCB stars undergo extreme and unpredictable magnitude variations. The
magnitude range could be between 14th and 20th magnitude. A test observation (VTEST) must be done in order to determine the current magnitude. Depending on the signal to
noise, either the 14, 16.5 or 19 magnitude observation set must be performed for the UBVRI filters. This is indicated by the exposure names (e.g. U14 is for a star whose
magnitude is about 14 and is to be observed in the U filter). If possible could the autocollimator light be turned off for the V, R and I observations please, to prevent the light leak
at 670nm.
Priority: 1
change block
SubBlocks SubSubBlocks Details
Order Iterations
Observation times
Order Iterations
Observation times
Pointing Observation TargetShutter 
open time Overhead Charged
Shutter 
open time Overhead Charged
0 1 2809 sec 0 sec 2809 sec 0 1 2809 sec 0 sec
2809 
sec
LMC104.4 
60857_VTEST 
(#252)
Observation 
(#252-0)
LMC104.4 
60857
          LMC104.4 60857_14th (#253)
Observation 
(#253-0)
LMC104.4 
60857
          
LMC104.4 
60857_16.5th 
(#254)
Observation 
(#254-0)
LMC104.4 
60857
          LMC104.4 60857_19th (#255)
Observation 
(#255-0)
LMC104.4 
60857
↑ top
 Block - LMC169.7 40649 (#255)  
Seeing conditions Iterations Total Obs times
Transparency Moon Min Seeing Max Seeing Obs Time Wait Visits Attempted Done Shutter open time Overhead Charged
Photometric Gray 0.6" 1.5" 2809 sec 3 days 7 0 0 19663 sec 0 sec 19663 sec
Comments: Once the VTEST has been done and the magnitude has been established, only one of the three observing configurations below must be done. I will also need to get
flat fields and biases please. I do not know how to request them in the proposal. Priority should be given to an RCB star that is in decline. Thus I have labelled all the Blocks with
a priority of 1. The finder charts for each star are included the VTEST Observing Configurations. RCB stars undergo extreme and unpredictable magnitude variations. The
magnitude range could be between 14th and 20th magnitude. A test observation (VTEST) must be done in order to determine the current magnitude. Depending on the signal to
noise, either the 14, 16.5 or 19 magnitude observation set must be performed for the UBVRI filters. This is indicated by the exposure names (e.g. U14 is for a star whose
magnitude is about 14 and is to be observed in the U filter). If possible could the autocollimator light be turned off for the V, R and I observations please, to prevent the light leak
at 670nm.
Priority: 1
change block
SubBlocks SubSubBlocks Details
Order Iterations
Observation times
Order Iterations
Observation times
Pointing Observation TargetShutter 
open time Overhead Charged
Shutter 
open time Overhead Charged
0 1 2809 sec 0 sec 2809 sec 0 1 2809 sec 0 sec
2809 
sec
LMC169.7 
40649_VTEST 
(#256)
Observation 
(#256-0)
LMC169.7 
40649
          LMC169.7 40649_14th (#257)
Observation 
(#257-0)
LMC169.7 
40649
          
LMC169.7 
40649_16.5th 
(#258)
Observation 
(#258-0)
LMC169.7 
40649
          LMC169.7 40649_19th (#259)
Observation 
(#259-0)
LMC169.7 
40649
↑ top
 Block - LMC170.4 12337 (#256)  
Seeing conditions Iterations Total Obs times
Transparency Moon Min Seeing Max Seeing Obs Time Wait Visits Attempted Done Shutter open time Overhead Charged
Photometric Gray 0.6" 1.5" 2809 sec 3 days 7 0 1 19663 sec 0 sec 19663 sec
Comments: Once the VTEST has been done and the magnitude has been established, only one of the three observing configurations below must be done. I will also need to get
flat fields and biases please. I do not know how to request them in the proposal. Priority should be given to an RCB star that is in decline. Thus I have labelled all the Blocks with
a priority of 1. The finder charts for each star are included in the VTEST Observing Configurations. RCB stars undergo extreme and unpredictable magnitude variations. The
magnitude range could be between 14th and 20th magnitude. A test observation (VTEST) must be done in order to determine the current magnitude. Depending on the signal to
noise, either the 14, 16.5 or 19 magnitude observation set must be performed for the UBVRI filters. This is indicated by the exposure names (e.g. U14 is for a star whose
magnitude is about 14 and is to be observed in the U filter). If possible could the autocollimator light be turned off for the V, R and I observations please, to prevent the light leak
at 670nm.
Priority: 1
change block
SubBlocks SubSubBlocks Details
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Shutter 
open 
time
Overhead Charged
Shutter 
open 
time
Overhead Charged
0 1 2809 sec 0 sec 2809 sec 0 1 2809 sec 0 sec
2809 
sec
LMC170.4 12337_VTEST 
(#260)
Observation 
(#260-0)
LMC170.4 
12337
          LMC170.4 12337_14th (#261)
Observation 
(#261-0)
LMC170.4 
12337
          LMC170.4 12337_16.5th (#262)
Observation 
(#262-0)
LMC170.4 
12337
          LMC170.412337_19th (#263)
Observation 
(#263-0)
LMC170.4 
12337
↑ top
 Pointing - SMC133.4 11928_TEST (#240)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Observation - Observation (#240-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
SMC133.4 11928 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
Comments:
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#240-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#182)
↑ top
 Pointing - SMC133.4 11928_14th (#241)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Observation - Observation (#241-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
SMC133.4 11928 none
 Finding charts
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(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#241-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#183)
↑ top
 Pointing - SMC133.4 11928_16.5th (#242)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Observation - Observation (#242-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
SMC133.4 11928 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#242-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#184)
↑ top
 Pointing - SMC133.4 11928_19th (#243)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Observation - Observation (#243-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
SMC133.4 11928 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#243-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
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1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#185)
↑ top
 Pointing - SMC103.6 8671_TEST (#244)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Observation - Observation (#244-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
SMC103.6 8671 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
Comments:
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#244-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#182)
↑ top
 Pointing - SMC103.6 8671_16.5th (#245)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Observation - Observation (#245-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
SMC103.6 8671 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#245-0-0)
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Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#184)
↑ top
 Pointing - SMC103.6 8671_19th (#246)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Observation - Observation (#246-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
SMC103.6 8671 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#246-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#185)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC100.6 48589_TEST (#247)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Observation - Observation (#247-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC100.6 48589 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
Comments:
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#247-0-0)
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Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#182)
↑ top
 Pointing - SMC103.6 8671_14th (#248)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Observation - Observation (#248-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
SMC103.6 8671 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#248-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#183)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC100.6 48589_14th (#249)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Observation - Observation (#249-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC100.6 48589 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#249-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#183)
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↑ top
 Pointing - LMC100.6 48589_16.5th (#250)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Observation - Observation (#250-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC100.6 48589 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#250-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#184)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC100.6 48589_19th (#251)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Observation - Observation (#251-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC100.6 48589 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#251-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#185)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC104.4 60857_VTEST (#252)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
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Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Observation - Observation (#252-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC104.4 60857 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
Comments:
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#252-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#182)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC104.4 60857_14th (#253)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Observation - Observation (#253-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC104.4 60857 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#253-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#183)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC104.4 60857_16.5th (#254)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
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Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Observation - Observation (#254-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC104.4 60857 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#254-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#184)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC104.4 60857_19th (#255)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Observation - Observation (#255-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC104.4 60857 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#255-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#185)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC169.7 40649_VTEST (#256)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Observation - Observation (#256-0)
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Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC169.7 40649 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
Comments:
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#256-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#182)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC169.7 40649_14th (#257)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Observation - Observation (#257-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC169.7 40649 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#257-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#183)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC169.7 40649_16.5th (#258)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Observation - Observation (#258-0)
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Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC169.7 40649 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#258-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#184)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC169.7 40649_19th (#259)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Observation - Observation (#259-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC169.7 40649 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#259-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#185)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC170.4 12337_VTEST (#260)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Observation - Observation (#260-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
13 sec 0 sec 13 sec
 Acquisition
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Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC170.4 12337 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
Comments:
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#260-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#182)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC170.4 12337_14th (#261)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Observation - Observation (#261-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC170.4 12337 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#261-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#183)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC170.4 12337_16.5th (#262)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Observation - Observation (#262-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
 Acquisition
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Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC170.4 12337 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#262-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#184)
↑ top
 Pointing - LMC170.412337_19th (#263)  
Minimum useful science time: sec
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Observation - Observation (#263-0)
Observation times
Shutter open time Overhead Charged
912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
 Acquisition
Target Payload/Instrument configuration
LMC170.4 12337 none
 Finding charts
(Click to enlarge pictures)
 Telescope configuration - Telescope Config (#263-0-0)
Iterations Position angle Guide star
1 none None
Payload configurations
 Payload (#185)
↑ top
 Target - SMC133.4 11928  
Name Type Equinox Magnitude RA Dec
SMC133.4 11928 Star: Variable 2000 20 - 14 0h37m47.07s -73°39'2.1"
↑ top
 Target - SMC103.6 8671  
Name Type Equinox Magnitude RA Dec
SMC103.6 8671 Star: Variable 2000 20 - 14 0h48m22.87s -73°41'4.7"
↑ top
 Target - LMC100.6 48589  
Name Type Equinox Magnitude RA Dec
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LMC100.6 48589 Star: Variable 2000 20 - 14 5h15m51.83s -69°10'8.99"
↑ top
 Target - LMC104.4 60857  
Name Type Equinox Magnitude RA Dec
LMC104.4 60857 Star: Variable 2000 20 - 14 5h21m47.99s -70°9'57.41"
↑ top
 Target - LMC169.7 40649  
Name Type Equinox Magnitude RA Dec
LMC169.7 40649 Star: Variable 2000 20 - 14 5h32m13.26s -69°55'59.23"
↑ top
 Target - LMC170.4 12337  
Name Type Equinox Magnitude RA Dec
LMC170.4 12337 Star: Variable 2000 20 - 14 5h33m49.13s -70°13'22.49"
↑ top
 Payload - Payload (#182)  
Guide method: SALTICAM
 Salticam ScienceConfiguration - Salticam Config (#201)
Min
S/N
Iterations Observation times
ObsTime Iterations Shutter open time Overhead Charged
100 12.601 sec 1 12.601 sec 0 sec 12.601 sec
Detector
RoSpeed: Gain: DetectorMode: PreBinRows: PreBinCols:
Fast Bright NORMAL 2 2
Filters
Name: Exposure time:
V-S1 1 sec
↑ top
 Payload - Payload (#183)  
Guide method: SALTICAM
 Salticam ScienceConfiguration - Salticam Config (#202)
Min
S/N
Iterations Observation times
ObsTime Iterations Shutter open time Overhead Charged
100 238 sec 2 476 sec 0 sec 476 sec
Detector
RoSpeed: Gain: DetectorMode: PreBinRows: PreBinCols:
Fast Bright NORMAL 2 2
Filters
Name: Exposure time:
U-S1 0.5 sec
B-S1 0.201 sec
V-S1 0.101 sec
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R-S1 0.101 sec
I-S1 0.101 sec
I-S1 0.101 sec
R-S1 0.101 sec
V-S1 0.101 sec
B-S1 0.201 sec
U-S1 0.5 sec
↑ top
 Payload - Payload (#184)  
Guide method: SALTICAM
 Salticam ScienceConfiguration - Salticam Config (#203)
Min
S/N
Iterations Observation times
ObsTime Iterations Shutter open time Overhead Charged
100 254 sec 2 508 sec 0 sec 508 sec
Detector
RoSpeed: Gain: DetectorMode: PreBinRows: PreBinCols:
Fast Bright NORMAL 2 2
Filters
Name: Exposure time:
U-S1 4 sec
B-S1 2.001 sec
V-S1 1 sec
R-S1 1 sec
I-S1 1 sec
I-S1 1 sec
R-S1 1 sec
V-S1 1 sec
B-S1 2.001 sec
U-S1 4 sec
↑ top
 Payload - Payload (#185)  
Guide method: SALTICAM
 Salticam ScienceConfiguration - Salticam Config (#204)
Min
S/N
Iterations Observation times
ObsTime Iterations Shutter open time Overhead Charged
100 456 sec 2 912 sec 0 sec 912 sec
Detector
RoSpeed: Gain: DetectorMode: PreBinRows: PreBinCols:
Fast Bright NORMAL 2 2
Filters
Name: Exposure time:
U-S1 60 sec
B-S1 20 sec
V-S1 10 sec
R-S1 10 sec
I-S1 10 sec
I-S1 10 sec
R-S1 10 sec
V-S1 10 sec
B-S1 20 sec
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U-S1 60 sec
↑ top
Page loaded in 1.1972410678864 seconds.
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Appendix B
Data Tables
The following 16 tables present the V and I data that were used for analysis in Chapters
5 and 6. Values shown in these tables are the averaged magnitudes per night. The figures
displayed in Appendix C and D were created using data from these tables.
B.1 Large Magellanic Cloud
Table B.1: Calibrated V and I data for LMC100.6 48589.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449706.791 15.371 0.007 13.507 0.008 1.864 0.015
2449713.900 15.446 0.012 13.570 0.008 1.876 0.020
2449715.810 15.439 0.011 13.579 0.007 1.860 0.018
2449726.779 15.446 0.009 13.523 0.007 1.923 0.016
2449748.737 15.281 0.007 13.407 0.007 1.874 0.014
2449755.681 15.290 0.007 13.425 0.008 1.865 0.015
2449798.847 15.290 0.009 13.470 0.007 1.820 0.016
2449822.779 15.443 0.008 13.544 0.006 1.899 0.014
2449824.700 15.415 0.006 13.550 0.006 1.865 0.012
2449825.738 15.417 0.005 13.549 0.007 1.868 0.012
2449827.648 15.426 0.006 13.545 0.007 1.881 0.013
2449833.653 15.400 0.006 13.512 0.006 1.888 0.012
2449834.768 15.389 0.011 13.511 0.007 1.878 0.018
2449836.700 15.389 0.009 13.510 0.007 1.879 0.016
2449837.813 15.395 0.007 13.503 0.006 1.892 0.013
2449842.786 15.385 0.006 13.502 0.007 1.883 0.013
2449844.655 15.379 0.006 13.487 0.007 1.892 0.013
2449845.700 15.352 0.006 13.490 0.007 1.862 0.013
2449856.728 15.493 0.012 13.589 0.008 1.904 0.020
2449858.609 15.522 0.007 13.634 0.007 1.888 0.014
2449880.508 17.193 0.013 15.145 0.008 2.048 0.021
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449892.672 19.286 0.038 18.009 0.036 1.277 0.074
2449895.494 19.643 0.049 19.043 0.081 0.600 0.130
2451106.820 20.655 0.121 19.587 0.098 1.068 0.219
2451129.724 19.914 0.072 17.764 0.026 2.150 0.098
2451154.803 19.202 0.064 16.798 0.015 2.404 0.079
2451226.673 17.333 0.011 14.924 0.009 2.409 0.020
2451234.666 17.230 0.011 14.884 0.009 2.346 0.020
2451245.595 17.051 0.010 14.748 0.008 2.303 0.018
2451254.514 16.987 0.010 14.689 0.009 2.298 0.019
2451290.612 16.704 0.010 14.463 0.008 2.241 0.018
2451477.672 20.037 0.092 18.818 0.076 1.219 0.168
2451514.845 20.874 0.122 19.541 0.129 1.333 0.251
2451523.637 20.932 0.123 19.602 0.173 1.330 0.296
2451544.717 19.932 0.047 18.162 0.033 1.770 0.080
2451552.685 19.711 0.040 17.530 0.023 2.181 0.063
2451564.651 19.094 0.043 16.637 0.015 2.457 0.058
2451579.664 18.382 0.019 15.924 0.011 2.458 0.030
2451615.500 17.809 0.015 15.410 0.008 2.399 0.023
2451621.494 17.623 0.019 15.258 0.010 2.365 0.029
2451623.493 17.575 0.018 15.238 0.010 2.337 0.028
2451627.495 17.616 0.013 15.219 0.009 2.397 0.022
2452991.655 16.691 0.005 14.339 0.003 2.352 0.008
2453009.632 16.264 0.004 14.022 0.003 2.242 0.007
2453714.802 16.108 0.004 13.945 0.003 2.163 0.007
2453721.798 15.907 0.004 13.817 0.003 2.090 0.007
2453726.693 15.871 0.003 13.790 0.003 2.081 0.006
2453737.750 15.950 0.003 13.874 0.003 2.076 0.006
2453746.772 15.979 0.004 13.877 0.003 2.102 0.007
2453755.694 15.908 0.003 13.790 0.003 2.118 0.006
2453762.771 15.688 0.003 13.624 0.003 2.064 0.006
2453773.697 15.498 0.003 13.483 0.003 2.015 0.006
2453782.732 14.651 0.003 13.517 0.003 1.134 0.006
2454070.678 20.082 0.075 16.825 0.008 3.257 0.083
2454077.794 19.511 0.055 16.441 0.007 3.070 0.062
2454105.807 18.764 0.029 15.886 0.005 2.878 0.034
2454113.733 18.577 0.016 15.716 0.003 2.861 0.019
2454132.662 18.061 0.019 15.361 0.003 2.700 0.022
2454352.011 15.954 0.064 14.352 0.018 1.602 0.082
2454353.937 15.540 0.068 14.522 0.017 1.018 0.085
2454366.969 14.994 0.027 14.964 0.028 0.031 0.055
2454371.751 15.975 0.004 13.849 0.003 2.126 0.007
2454380.823 15.958 0.004 13.819 0.003 2.139 0.007
2454385.587 15.581 0.014 13.638 0.010 1.943 0.024
2454390.570 15.298 0.016 13.402 0.012 1.896 0.028
2454394.716 15.820 0.004 13.728 0.003 2.092 0.007
2454407.464 13.772 0.018 12.960 0.013 0.812 0.031
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2454421.547 15.349 0.014 13.418 0.009 1.930 0.023
2454421.852 15.829 0.004 13.734 0.003 2.095 0.007
2454422.555 14.827 0.010 13.047 0.005 1.780 0.015
2454424.429 15.533 0.017 13.862 0.012 1.671 0.030
2454430.676 15.923 0.004 13.805 0.003 2.118 0.007
2454432.737 15.968 0.004 13.826 0.003 2.142 0.007
2454438.416 15.468 0.013 14.445 0.010 1.023 0.022
2454451.702 16.245 0.004 14.058 0.003 2.187 0.007
2454460.803 16.242 0.005 14.056 0.003 2.186 0.008
2454466.711 16.202 0.004 14.021 0.003 2.181 0.007
2454471.476 15.497 0.010 13.527 0.006 1.970 0.016
2454474.080 15.454 0.043 13.950 0.011 1.504 0.054
2454476.546 15.824 0.028 14.073 0.022 1.752 0.050
2454477.759 16.102 0.004 13.942 0.003 2.160 0.007
2454481.090 15.551 0.040 14.066 0.011 1.486 0.050
2454482.763 16.050 0.004 13.907 0.003 2.143 0.007
2454486.740 16.024 0.005 13.881 0.003 2.143 0.008
2454498.360 15.684 0.027 13.955 0.027 1.729 0.055
2454509.339 15.363 0.015 13.652 0.011 1.712 0.026
2454510.716 15.851 0.004 13.744 0.003 2.107 0.007
2454514.297 14.905 0.010 13.215 0.007 1.691 0.016
2454515.348 15.294 0.013 13.626 0.011 1.668 0.023
Table B.2: Calibrated V and I data for LMC101.7 8114.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2452990.678 16.095 0.004 13.596 0.003 2.735 0.007
2453008.817 16.223 0.004 13.681 0.003 2.778 0.007
2453326.747 16.418 0.004 13.761 0.003 2.893 0.007
2453336.753 16.462 0.006 13.782 0.003 2.916 0.009
2453351.720 16.460 0.005 13.766 0.003 2.930 0.008
2453356.683 16.425 0.005 13.746 0.003 2.915 0.008
2453361.657 16.405 0.005 13.734 0.003 2.907 0.008
2453370.723 16.329 0.005 13.681 0.003 2.884 0.008
2453376.703 16.255 0.004 13.661 0.003 2.830 0.007
2453385.725 16.157 0.004 13.633 0.003 2.760 0.007
2453406.646 16.060 0.004 13.582 0.003 2.714 0.007
2453409.633 16.056 0.004 13.586 0.003 2.706 0.007
2453714.777 16.181 0.004 13.654 0.003 2.763 0.007
2453721.828 16.242 0.005 13.688 0.003 2.790 0.008
2453728.671 16.305 0.004 13.717 0.003 2.824 0.007
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2453737.725 16.373 0.004 13.773 0.003 2.836 0.007
2453746.652 16.426 0.005 13.799 0.003 2.863 0.008
2453754.580 16.437 0.005 13.807 0.003 2.866 0.008
2453763.618 16.456 0.004 13.812 0.003 2.880 0.007
2453773.671 16.483 0.005 13.853 0.003 2.866 0.008
2454058.738 17.658 0.008 14.718 0.003 3.176 0.011
2454070.733 17.624 0.010 14.686 0.003 3.174 0.013
2454077.768 17.635 0.012 14.697 0.003 3.174 0.015
2454098.693 17.477 0.009 14.613 0.003 3.100 0.012
2454105.745 17.439 0.011 14.532 0.003 3.143 0.014
2454112.748 17.354 0.007 14.488 0.003 3.102 0.010
2454132.692 17.196 0.011 14.370 0.003 3.062 0.014
2454353.979 16.466 0.082 13.844 0.020 2.858 0.103
2454371.875 16.409 0.006 13.842 0.003 2.803 0.009
2454380.852 16.413 0.005 13.840 0.003 2.809 0.008
2454394.746 16.385 0.005 13.818 0.003 2.803 0.008
2454408.748 16.348 0.005 13.798 0.003 2.786 0.008
2454421.827 16.321 0.005 13.779 0.003 2.778 0.008
2454430.839 16.337 0.006 13.787 0.003 2.786 0.009
2454434.850 16.349 0.005 13.784 0.003 2.801 0.008
2454452.712 16.465 0.005 13.848 0.003 2.853 0.008
2454459.697 16.501 0.006 13.870 0.003 2.867 0.009
2454467.721 16.522 0.005 13.870 0.003 2.888 0.008
2454476.110 16.503 0.029 13.967 0.007 2.773 0.037
2454477.798 16.541 0.005 13.868 0.003 2.909 0.008
2454482.737 16.535 0.005 13.870 0.003 2.901 0.008
2454486.771 16.518 0.007 13.870 0.003 2.884 0.010
2454511.600 16.531 0.006 13.865 0.003 2.902 0.009
Table B.3: Calibrated V and I data for LMC103.3 15150.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449467.788 17.895 0.022 14.898 0.007 3.252 0.029
2449471.677 17.954 0.030 14.876 0.008 3.333 0.038
2449478.568 17.851 0.016 14.857 0.008 3.249 0.024
2449479.611 17.858 0.019 14.840 0.008 3.273 0.027
2449481.588 17.830 0.015 14.839 0.008 3.246 0.023
2449484.603 17.831 0.019 14.821 0.007 3.265 0.026
2449485.753 17.805 0.014 14.811 0.007 3.249 0.021
2449490.584 17.785 0.014 14.799 0.007 3.241 0.021
2449498.746 17.752 0.021 14.781 0.008 3.226 0.029
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449501.590 17.744 0.024 14.782 0.008 3.217 0.032
2449527.703 17.757 0.016 14.758 0.008 3.254 0.024
2449539.652 17.770 0.012 14.760 0.007 3.265 0.019
2449541.609 17.761 0.016 14.750 0.007 3.266 0.023
2449552.533 17.784 0.014 14.748 0.008 3.291 0.022
2449797.764 17.311 0.015 14.313 0.007 3.253 0.022
2449822.825 17.284 0.015 14.268 0.006 3.271 0.021
2449836.804 17.185 0.010 14.234 0.007 3.206 0.017
2449845.720 17.134 0.009 14.214 0.007 3.175 0.016
2449858.601 17.084 0.012 14.182 0.007 3.157 0.019
2449880.561 16.987 0.014 14.123 0.007 3.119 0.021
2449895.549 16.946 0.011 14.084 0.007 3.117 0.018
2451179.766 16.569 0.010 13.808 0.006 3.016 0.016
2451181.838 16.596 0.014 13.808 0.006 3.043 0.020
2451187.854 16.614 0.008 13.819 0.006 3.050 0.014
2451192.700 16.604 0.010 13.845 0.006 3.014 0.016
2451205.700 16.654 0.010 13.844 0.007 3.065 0.017
2451211.656 16.683 0.011 13.851 0.007 3.087 0.018
2451220.637 16.703 0.012 13.864 0.007 3.094 0.019
2451240.589 16.690 0.011 13.869 0.007 3.076 0.018
2451247.570 16.690 0.008 13.880 0.007 3.065 0.015
2451290.603 16.605 0.016 13.804 0.007 3.056 0.023
2451495.725 16.576 0.012 13.743 0.007 3.088 0.019
2451514.836 16.437 0.010 13.695 0.007 2.997 0.017
2451523.802 16.475 0.013 13.678 0.007 3.052 0.020
2451544.654 16.435 0.008 13.674 0.007 3.016 0.015
2451549.753 16.464 0.012 13.678 0.006 3.041 0.018
2451572.700 16.446 0.009 13.684 0.006 3.017 0.015
2451574.742 16.451 0.013 13.673 0.006 3.033 0.019
2451586.629 16.507 0.010 13.706 0.006 3.056 0.016
2451613.507 16.596 0.010 13.747 0.007 3.104 0.017
2451619.594 16.581 0.012 13.747 0.007 3.089 0.019
2451624.492 16.580 0.011 13.742 0.007 3.093 0.018
2451630.564 16.558 0.013 13.731 0.007 3.082 0.020
2454350.843 16.635 0.029 14.161 0.007 2.729 0.036
2454354.020 16.382 0.040 14.219 0.008 2.418 0.048
2454367.052 16.509 0.015 14.046 0.015 2.718 0.030
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Table B.4: Calibrated V and I data for LMC104.4 60857.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449832.775 16.016 0.008 14.704 0.007 1.428 0.015
2449833.708 16.018 0.010 14.695 0.007 1.439 0.017
2449834.738 16.021 0.008 14.688 0.007 1.449 0.015
2449836.674 16.044 0.015 14.695 0.007 1.465 0.022
2449837.704 16.030 0.012 14.686 0.007 1.460 0.019
2449840.691 16.079 0.007 14.674 0.007 1.521 0.014
2449841.766 16.037 0.006 14.671 0.008 1.482 0.014
2449843.692 16.058 0.008 14.701 0.007 1.473 0.015
2449844.686 16.103 0.007 14.710 0.007 1.509 0.014
2449845.795 16.090 0.006 14.706 0.007 1.500 0.013
2449846.751 16.100 0.007 14.716 0.007 1.500 0.014
2449850.730 16.188 0.008 14.760 0.007 1.544 0.015
2449857.686 16.261 0.008 14.799 0.008 1.578 0.016
2449858.705 16.259 0.009 14.798 0.007 1.577 0.016
2449859.661 16.270 0.009 14.785 0.007 1.601 0.016
2449860.691 16.296 0.010 14.789 0.008 1.623 0.018
2449866.576 16.828 0.017 14.779 0.007 2.165 0.024
2449867.556 16.485 0.010 14.788 0.007 1.813 0.017
2449874.557 16.149 0.010 14.728 0.007 1.537 0.017
2449875.611 16.091 0.011 14.704 0.007 1.503 0.018
2449876.547 16.079 0.010 14.713 0.007 1.482 0.017
2449877.503 16.065 0.009 14.693 0.007 1.488 0.016
2449878.595 16.022 0.008 14.687 0.006 1.451 0.014
2449879.578 15.992 0.008 14.679 0.007 1.429 0.015
2449880.572 15.979 0.008 14.659 0.007 1.436 0.015
2449881.511 15.981 0.008 14.653 0.007 1.444 0.015
2449887.509 15.888 0.009 14.597 0.007 1.407 0.016
2449890.523 15.883 0.009 14.573 0.007 1.426 0.016
2449891.510 15.873 0.006 14.581 0.008 1.408 0.014
2449892.499 15.855 0.007 14.584 0.008 1.387 0.015
2449895.624 15.867 0.010 14.583 0.007 1.400 0.017
2449896.631 15.854 0.009 14.578 0.007 1.392 0.016
2449900.602 15.879 0.012 14.577 0.008 1.418 0.020
2449922.521 15.911 0.008 14.549 0.007 1.478 0.015
2451108.826 15.282 0.006 14.188 0.007 1.210 0.013
2451132.861 15.357 0.079 14.075 0.009 1.398 0.088
2451133.800 15.209 0.008 14.091 0.009 1.234 0.017
2451143.800 15.299 0.011 14.181 0.008 1.234 0.019
2451152.769 15.426 0.011 14.288 0.007 1.254 0.018
2451156.700 15.391 0.008 14.261 0.007 1.246 0.015
2451168.787 15.176 0.006 14.138 0.007 1.154 0.013
2451193.677 15.132 0.008 14.022 0.006 1.226 0.014
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2451194.728 15.139 0.006 14.033 0.006 1.222 0.012
2451204.729 15.238 0.008 14.113 0.007 1.241 0.015
2451207.740 15.277 0.008 14.118 0.008 1.275 0.016
2451215.570 15.214 0.008 14.083 0.007 1.247 0.015
2451220.750 15.131 0.007 14.039 0.008 1.208 0.015
2451233.559 14.961 0.013 13.903 0.007 1.174 0.020
2451238.620 14.832 0.009 13.819 0.008 1.129 0.017
2451258.601 15.196 0.015 14.088 0.007 1.224 0.022
2451261.507 15.352 0.005 14.249 0.008 1.219 0.013
2451264.518 15.545 0.009 14.451 0.008 1.210 0.017
2451266.544 15.723 0.007 14.628 0.008 1.211 0.015
2451268.535 15.873 0.007 14.813 0.009 1.176 0.016
2451272.520 16.258 0.006 15.198 0.009 1.176 0.015
2451275.552 16.951 0.012 15.582 0.011 1.485 0.023
2451277.548 17.083 0.012 15.953 0.010 1.246 0.022
2451489.752 17.879 0.013 16.275 0.010 1.720 0.023
2451496.620 17.877 0.014 16.007 0.011 1.986 0.025
2451521.700 16.666 0.013 15.171 0.008 1.611 0.021
2451522.739 16.640 0.013 15.154 0.008 1.602 0.021
2451544.733 15.897 0.008 14.683 0.007 1.330 0.015
2451552.701 15.894 0.013 14.633 0.007 1.377 0.020
2451568.649 15.721 0.007 14.485 0.007 1.352 0.014
2451577.742 15.740 0.010 14.392 0.007 1.464 0.017
2451586.644 15.420 0.011 14.262 0.007 1.274 0.018
2451593.536 15.400 0.009 14.271 0.008 1.245 0.017
2451596.722 15.324 0.013 14.238 0.007 1.202 0.020
2451611.676 15.114 0.007 14.028 0.008 1.202 0.015
2451615.677 14.962 0.006 13.981 0.007 1.097 0.013
2451620.671 14.979 0.008 13.959 0.007 1.136 0.015
2451624.664 14.945 0.008 13.958 0.008 1.103 0.016
2451630.652 15.010 0.013 13.960 0.007 1.166 0.020
2451655.570 14.817 0.009 13.837 0.007 1.096 0.016
2451658.561 14.748 0.009 13.811 0.007 1.053 0.016
2451661.582 14.702 0.007 13.775 0.007 1.043 0.014
2451662.552 14.695 0.011 13.767 0.007 1.044 0.018
2451663.484 14.697 0.016 13.757 0.007 1.056 0.023
2452991.669 19.873 0.038 16.960 0.009 3.029 0.047
2453007.648 19.908 0.045 16.912 0.009 3.112 0.054
2453327.764 18.891 0.022 16.662 0.007 2.345 0.029
2453334.821 18.439 0.023 16.360 0.007 2.195 0.030
2453354.785 17.471 0.008 15.703 0.004 1.884 0.012
2453358.834 17.414 0.008 15.685 0.004 1.845 0.012
2453372.780 17.348 0.009 15.618 0.004 1.846 0.013
2453378.693 17.261 0.008 15.575 0.003 1.802 0.011
2453387.685 17.097 0.006 15.437 0.004 1.776 0.010
2453391.760 16.956 0.007 15.366 0.003 1.706 0.010
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2453406.686 16.776 0.005 15.208 0.003 1.684 0.008
2453714.816 15.066 0.003 13.999 0.003 1.183 0.006
2453721.812 15.044 0.003 13.987 0.003 1.173 0.006
2453730.740 15.054 0.003 13.975 0.003 1.195 0.006
2453737.764 15.172 0.003 14.040 0.003 1.248 0.006
2453746.786 15.365 0.003 14.105 0.003 1.376 0.006
2453753.708 15.308 0.003 14.074 0.003 1.350 0.006
2453762.785 15.108 0.003 13.961 0.003 1.263 0.006
2453773.711 14.994 0.003 13.893 0.003 1.217 0.006
2453782.749 14.848 0.003 13.817 0.003 1.147 0.006
2454438.396 17.300 0.018 16.319 0.015 1.098 0.033
2454470.331 17.113 0.030 16.273 0.038 0.956 0.068
2454471.118 16.941 0.096 15.873 0.059 1.185 0.155
2454474.094 17.054 0.094 15.661 0.054 1.510 0.148
2454477.012 16.454 0.071 15.513 0.057 1.057 0.128
2454484.012 16.277 0.073 15.375 0.058 1.019 0.132
Table B.5: Calibrated V and I data for LMC109.6 21921.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2452993.621 14.837 0.003 13.540 0.003 1.411 0.006
2453024.825 14.776 0.003 13.502 0.003 1.388 0.006
2453327.727 14.753 0.003 13.495 0.003 1.372 0.006
2453334.785 14.756 0.003 13.511 0.003 1.359 0.006
2453340.846 14.822 0.003 13.551 0.003 1.385 0.006
2453350.665 14.790 0.003 13.519 0.003 1.385 0.006
2453354.711 14.755 0.003 13.490 0.003 1.379 0.006
2453361.825 14.729 0.003 13.470 0.003 1.373 0.006
2453365.727 14.768 0.003 13.488 0.003 1.394 0.006
2453372.744 14.828 0.003 13.533 0.003 1.409 0.006
2453378.656 14.845 0.003 13.558 0.003 1.401 0.006
2453391.724 14.863 0.003 13.580 0.003 1.397 0.006
2453714.716 14.741 0.003 13.479 0.003 1.376 0.006
2453719.810 14.731 0.003 13.460 0.003 1.385 0.006
2453730.671 14.746 0.003 13.482 0.003 1.378 0.006
2453739.798 14.792 0.003 13.518 0.003 1.388 0.006
2453747.762 14.761 0.003 13.500 0.003 1.375 0.006
2453754.767 14.786 0.003 13.514 0.003 1.386 0.006
2453764.730 14.789 0.003 13.518 0.003 1.385 0.006
2453773.611 14.810 0.003 13.522 0.003 1.402 0.006
2454058.769 14.822 0.003 13.538 0.003 1.398 0.006
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2454073.816 14.830 0.003 13.524 0.003 1.420 0.006
2454079.746 14.823 0.003 13.559 0.003 1.378 0.006
2454102.823 14.768 0.003 13.502 0.003 1.380 0.006
2454105.682 14.748 0.003 13.479 0.003 1.383 0.006
2454113.711 14.785 0.003 13.535 0.003 1.364 0.006
2454393.853 14.792 0.003 13.496 0.003 1.410 0.006
2454403.871 14.777 0.003 13.547 0.003 1.344 0.006
2454418.784 14.717 0.003 13.442 0.003 1.389 0.006
2454426.728 14.713 0.003 13.462 0.003 1.365 0.006
2454443.690 14.839 0.003 13.538 0.003 1.415 0.006
2454465.741 14.673 0.003 13.425 0.003 1.362 0.006
2454473.679 14.830 0.003 13.560 0.003 1.384 0.006
2454481.675 14.843 0.003 13.558 0.003 1.399 0.006
2454485.723 14.805 0.003 13.515 0.003 1.404 0.006
2454489.706 14.770 0.003 13.512 0.003 1.372 0.006
2454510.694 14.870 0.003 13.571 0.003 1.413 0.006
Table B.6: Calibrated V and I data for LMC112.6 8722.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2452993.631 15.242 0.003 13.750 0.003 1.612 0.006
2453024.835 15.309 0.003 13.814 0.003 1.615 0.006
2453327.737 15.051 0.003 13.631 0.003 1.540 0.006
2453334.795 14.991 0.003 13.606 0.003 1.505 0.006
2453340.857 14.990 0.003 13.600 0.003 1.510 0.006
2453350.675 14.963 0.003 13.552 0.003 1.531 0.006
2453354.723 14.962 0.003 13.563 0.003 1.519 0.006
2453361.835 14.938 0.003 13.553 0.003 1.505 0.006
2453365.738 14.866 0.003 13.548 0.003 1.438 0.006
2453391.735 14.901 0.003 13.537 0.003 1.484 0.006
2453408.600 14.839 0.003 13.493 0.003 1.466 0.006
2453717.643 15.026 0.003 13.614 0.003 1.532 0.006
2453719.820 14.957 0.003 13.599 0.003 1.478 0.006
2453730.682 14.892 0.003 13.539 0.003 1.473 0.006
2453739.808 14.890 0.003 13.541 0.003 1.469 0.006
2453747.773 14.937 0.003 13.563 0.003 1.494 0.006
2453754.778 14.972 0.003 13.564 0.003 1.528 0.006
2453764.741 15.095 0.003 13.640 0.003 1.575 0.006
2453773.621 14.983 0.003 13.574 0.003 1.529 0.006
2454058.781 14.624 0.003 13.344 0.003 1.400 0.006
2454073.826 14.672 0.003 13.353 0.003 1.439 0.006
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2454078.858 14.724 0.003 13.419 0.003 1.425 0.006
2454102.834 14.794 0.003 13.411 0.003 1.503 0.006
2454105.693 14.602 0.003 13.349 0.003 1.373 0.006
2454113.722 14.498 0.003 13.277 0.003 1.341 0.006
2454371.859 14.553 0.003 13.317 0.003 1.356 0.006
2454393.863 14.690 0.003 13.423 0.003 1.387 0.006
2454404.721 14.820 0.003 13.489 0.003 1.451 0.006
2454418.794 14.850 0.003 13.554 0.003 1.416 0.006
2454426.739 14.733 0.003 13.450 0.003 1.403 0.006
2454443.697 14.484 0.003 13.258 0.003 1.346 0.006
2454465.748 14.580 0.003 13.328 0.003 1.372 0.006
2454473.690 14.570 0.003 13.292 0.003 1.398 0.006
2454481.685 14.513 0.003 13.276 0.003 1.357 0.006
2454485.733 14.580 0.003 13.329 0.003 1.371 0.006
2454510.705 14.649 0.003 13.393 0.003 1.376 0.006
Table B.7: Calibrated V and I data for LMC161.3 45704.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2452994.697 19.559 0.024 18.496 0.037 1.235 0.061
2453010.741 19.237 0.059 18.290 0.032 1.119 0.091
2453326.781 16.256 0.004 14.101 0.003 2.327 0.007
2453336.817 16.188 0.005 14.062 0.003 2.298 0.008
2453352.751 16.096 0.003 13.982 0.003 2.286 0.006
2453357.720 16.051 0.004 13.961 0.003 2.262 0.007
2453362.797 15.965 0.004 13.946 0.003 2.191 0.007
2453365.784 15.893 0.004 13.900 0.003 2.165 0.007
2453372.800 15.929 0.004 13.986 0.003 2.115 0.007
2453381.708 16.210 0.004 15.516 0.003 0.866 0.007
2453386.804 16.521 0.004 14.564 0.003 2.129 0.007
2453396.769 17.423 0.014 15.348 0.003 2.247 0.017
2453717.698 17.908 0.019 15.606 0.004 2.474 0.023
2453720.783 17.890 0.016 15.613 0.004 2.449 0.020
2453728.763 17.771 0.010 15.535 0.004 2.408 0.014
2453732.788 17.659 0.008 15.429 0.003 2.402 0.011
2453740.657 17.474 0.007 15.280 0.003 2.366 0.010
2453749.709 17.404 0.012 15.224 0.003 2.352 0.015
2453756.662 17.500 0.007 15.381 0.003 2.291 0.010
2453766.638 17.691 0.008 15.549 0.003 2.314 0.011
2453774.564 17.740 0.012 15.617 0.004 2.295 0.016
2453782.712 16.243 0.007 15.734 0.005 0.681 0.012
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2454059.696 18.112 0.011 15.650 0.004 2.634 0.015
2454072.781 18.075 0.016 15.658 0.004 2.589 0.020
2454078.649 18.134 0.013 15.722 0.004 2.584 0.017
2454109.811 18.834 0.021 16.562 0.006 2.444 0.027
2454372.878 19.392 0.039 17.714 0.016 1.850 0.055
2454382.886 19.594 0.044 18.025 0.021 1.741 0.065
2454394.836 19.649 0.027 18.692 0.029 1.129 0.056
2454409.772 19.716 0.030 18.410 0.031 1.478 0.061
2454422.758 19.819 0.038 18.271 0.023 1.720 0.061
2454461.685 19.023 0.031 16.733 0.009 2.462 0.040
2454468.761 19.068 0.021 16.651 0.007 2.589 0.028
2454476.727 19.047 0.019 16.705 0.007 2.514 0.026
2454483.823 19.242 0.023 16.917 0.011 2.497 0.034
2454511.635 19.331 0.030 17.408 0.015 2.095 0.045
Table B.8: Calibrated V and I data for LMC164.1 16431.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2452993.720 13.816 0.003 13.339 0.003 0.538 0.006
2453010.720 13.814 0.003 13.319 0.003 0.556 0.006
2453327.793 13.729 0.003 13.283 0.003 0.507 0.006
2453334.851 13.770 0.003 13.304 0.003 0.527 0.006
2453353.845 13.726 0.003 13.277 0.003 0.510 0.006
2453357.636 13.734 0.003 13.290 0.003 0.505 0.006
2453360.674 13.766 0.003 13.312 0.003 0.515 0.006
2453363.782 13.761 0.003 13.303 0.003 0.519 0.006
2453375.796 13.753 0.003 13.291 0.003 0.523 0.006
2453378.722 13.743 0.003 13.296 0.003 0.508 0.006
2453387.719 13.747 0.003 13.293 0.003 0.515 0.006
2453396.656 13.761 0.003 13.301 0.003 0.521 0.006
2453717.738 13.826 0.003 13.343 0.003 0.544 0.006
2453720.826 13.820 0.003 13.337 0.003 0.544 0.006
2453732.767 13.861 0.003 13.378 0.003 0.544 0.006
2453740.756 13.884 0.003 13.421 0.003 0.524 0.006
2453748.769 13.756 0.003 13.310 0.003 0.507 0.006
2453757.588 13.738 0.003 13.302 0.003 0.497 0.006
2453766.621 13.800 0.003 13.345 0.003 0.516 0.006
2453773.741 13.892 0.003 13.391 0.003 0.562 0.006
2453783.582 14.457 0.004 13.384 0.003 1.134 0.007
2454058.850 18.124 0.014 16.056 0.004 2.129 0.018
2454070.720 18.396 0.029 16.216 0.005 2.241 0.034
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2454077.838 18.761 0.034 16.160 0.005 2.662 0.039
2454111.777 16.983 0.009 15.430 0.003 1.614 0.012
2454373.831 14.216 0.003 13.596 0.003 0.681 0.006
2454380.895 14.149 0.003 13.567 0.003 0.643 0.006
2454394.820 14.052 0.003 13.516 0.003 0.597 0.006
2454407.740 14.088 0.003 13.522 0.003 0.627 0.006
2454422.741 14.139 0.003 13.549 0.003 0.651 0.006
2454433.738 14.151 0.003 13.563 0.003 0.649 0.006
2454462.717 14.043 0.003 13.485 0.003 0.619 0.006
2454467.763 13.996 0.003 13.487 0.003 0.570 0.006
2454476.704 13.993 0.003 13.466 0.003 0.588 0.006
2454483.796 14.014 0.003 13.475 0.003 0.600 0.006
2454509.678 13.977 0.003 13.446 0.003 0.592 0.006
2454541.655 13.953 0.003 13.424 0.003 0.590 0.006
Table B.9: Calibrated V and I data for LMC169.7 40649.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449467.647 16.490 0.035 14.452 0.007 2.225 0.042
2449471.640 16.461 0.029 14.455 0.008 2.193 0.037
2449478.752 16.530 0.035 14.384 0.007 2.333 0.042
2449479.575 16.477 0.037 14.396 0.007 2.268 0.044
2449480.648 16.446 0.026 14.405 0.008 2.228 0.034
2449481.700 16.446 0.032 14.415 0.007 2.218 0.039
2449484.675 16.464 0.021 14.412 0.008 2.239 0.029
2449485.570 16.441 0.023 14.415 0.007 2.213 0.030
2449490.685 16.499 0.020 14.469 0.007 2.217 0.027
2449493.604 16.495 0.022 14.469 0.007 2.213 0.029
2449498.596 16.390 0.033 14.408 0.007 2.169 0.040
2449501.672 16.356 0.028 14.367 0.008 2.176 0.036
2449515.657 16.455 0.025 14.407 0.007 2.235 0.032
2449527.666 16.565 0.021 14.515 0.008 2.237 0.029
2449537.508 16.608 0.017 14.595 0.008 2.200 0.025
2449538.548 16.629 0.017 14.596 0.008 2.220 0.025
2449539.505 16.617 0.019 14.589 0.008 2.215 0.027
2449541.572 16.678 0.024 14.584 0.008 2.281 0.032
2449551.485 16.695 0.024 14.586 0.007 2.296 0.031
2449552.493 16.626 0.030 14.551 0.008 2.262 0.038
2449553.613 16.568 0.023 14.516 0.007 2.239 0.030
2449559.516 16.374 0.017 14.384 0.007 2.177 0.024
2449730.718 19.047 0.031 16.805 0.014 2.429 0.045
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449797.726 19.492 0.078 17.189 0.014 2.490 0.092
2449822.787 19.201 0.053 16.667 0.011 2.721 0.064
2449836.765 19.711 0.040 17.391 0.019 2.507 0.059
2449845.600 22.329 0.557 18.008 0.021 4.508 0.578
2449858.563 21.399 0.310 18.139 0.029 3.447 0.339
2449880.523 20.351 0.156 17.556 0.020 2.982 0.176
2449895.511 20.913 0.200 16.850 0.014 4.250 0.214
2451179.728 21.469 0.414 19.539 0.096 2.117 0.510
2451181.800 21.451 0.446 20.148 0.152 1.490 0.598
2451220.599 21.260 0.171 19.797 0.095 1.650 0.266
2451240.548 21.394 0.364 19.277 0.068 2.304 0.432
2451247.532 21.791 0.355 18.909 0.056 3.069 0.411
2451290.565 19.899 0.058 17.133 0.018 2.953 0.076
2451495.687 23.606 1.883 18.505 0.040 5.288 1.923
2451512.687 21.318 0.282 18.755 0.057 2.750 0.339
2451514.798 21.480 0.242 18.911 0.053 2.756 0.295
2451525.758 22.909 0.845 18.584 0.033 4.512 0.878
2451544.616 19.929 0.050 17.119 0.015 2.997 0.065
2451549.715 19.525 0.056 16.844 0.011 2.868 0.067
2451572.700 18.425 0.029 15.908 0.010 2.704 0.039
2451574.780 18.413 0.031 15.844 0.008 2.756 0.039
2451588.746 18.211 0.030 15.768 0.011 2.630 0.041
2451613.545 18.163 0.026 15.698 0.010 2.652 0.036
2451619.632 18.179 0.033 15.707 0.010 2.659 0.043
2451622.534 18.301 0.036 15.739 0.010 2.749 0.046
2451624.530 18.181 0.027 15.739 0.010 2.629 0.037
2451632.549 18.135 0.031 15.636 0.008 2.686 0.039
2452995.693 17.955 0.014 15.922 0.004 2.220 0.018
2453009.823 18.402 0.022 16.473 0.013 2.116 0.035
2453326.814 20.147 0.065 18.138 0.019 2.196 0.084
2453336.860 20.059 0.138 17.626 0.016 2.620 0.154
2453352.785 20.098 0.056 17.384 0.010 2.901 0.066
2453355.761 19.662 0.043 17.215 0.009 2.634 0.052
2453359.769 19.545 0.039 17.080 0.008 2.652 0.047
2453363.804 19.314 0.050 17.009 0.008 2.492 0.058
2453370.760 19.236 0.047 17.192 0.013 2.231 0.060
2453376.772 19.603 0.052 17.500 0.012 2.290 0.064
2453390.706 20.133 0.103 18.574 0.039 1.746 0.142
2453398.741 20.326 0.160 18.484 0.037 2.029 0.197
2453715.692 19.204 0.085 16.998 0.008 2.393 0.093
2453720.705 19.213 0.055 16.959 0.010 2.441 0.065
2453727.838 19.053 0.028 16.697 0.006 2.543 0.034
2453738.680 18.887 0.023 16.565 0.005 2.509 0.028
2453747.683 18.562 0.035 16.273 0.007 2.476 0.042
2453756.637 18.236 0.014 15.965 0.004 2.458 0.018
2453766.671 17.906 0.012 15.678 0.003 2.415 0.015
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2453769.780 17.771 0.011 15.538 0.003 2.420 0.014
2453774.597 17.563 0.014 15.429 0.003 2.321 0.017
2453783.627 17.211 0.010 15.120 0.003 2.278 0.013
2454351.084 15.222 0.217 14.990 0.051 0.420 0.267
2454352.140 15.218 0.302 15.016 0.050 0.389 0.351
2454373.797 17.371 0.012 15.264 0.004 2.294 0.016
2454396.748 16.986 0.010 14.928 0.003 2.245 0.013
2454409.806 17.064 0.009 15.001 0.003 2.250 0.012
2454423.761 16.740 0.007 14.827 0.003 2.100 0.010
2454434.782 16.677 0.007 14.768 0.003 2.096 0.010
2454438.434 16.352 0.045 16.100 0.018 0.440 0.064
2454443.818 16.883 0.008 14.954 0.003 2.116 0.011
2454454.731 17.230 0.011 15.228 0.003 2.189 0.014
2454462.737 17.410 0.011 15.375 0.003 2.222 0.014
2454464.662 17.460 0.011 15.402 0.003 2.245 0.014
2454465.635 17.454 0.010 15.393 0.003 2.248 0.013
2454466.645 17.498 0.015 15.442 0.005 2.243 0.020
2454467.681 17.441 0.010 15.431 0.003 2.197 0.013
2454468.644 17.480 0.010 15.457 0.003 2.210 0.013
2454470.617 17.493 0.011 15.488 0.003 2.192 0.014
2454471.136 16.886 0.103 16.611 0.046 0.462 0.149
2454471.603 17.521 0.010 15.487 0.003 2.221 0.013
2454472.670 17.510 0.010 15.533 0.003 2.164 0.013
2454474.108 16.938 0.162 16.688 0.044 0.438 0.206
2454476.070 17.240 0.276 16.705 0.047 0.722 0.322
2454477.045 17.148 0.187 16.800 0.048 0.536 0.235
2454482.831 18.203 0.018 16.096 0.005 2.294 0.023
2454484.039 17.196 0.264 17.311 0.095 0.073 0.359
2454488.765 18.350 0.044 16.197 0.005 2.340 0.049
2454509.357 17.118 0.063 16.973 0.040 0.333 0.103
2454511.670 18.062 0.016 16.020 0.004 2.229 0.020
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Table B.10: Calibrated V and I data for LMC170.4 12337. The entries with a `bold' and
`italic' font are the numbers corresponding to the images that were presented in Chapter 4 as
part of the discussion on the calibration method. Since these values represent the averages
for each night their JDs differ slightly from the individual JDs associated with each image
in Chapter 4.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449481.531 15.792 0.009 15.496 0.010 0.330 0.019
2449527.496 15.638 0.010 15.382 0.010 0.290 0.020
2449704.837 15.772 0.005 15.413 0.010 0.393 0.015
2449713.800 15.818 0.016 15.428 0.010 0.424 0.026
2449715.802 15.711 0.007 15.411 0.009 0.334 0.016
2449716.800 15.819 0.014 15.428 0.010 0.425 0.024
2449720.782 15.769 0.006 15.490 0.010 0.313 0.016
2449722.813 15.829 0.012 15.526 0.009 0.337 0.021
2449747.775 15.736 0.011 15.419 0.008 0.351 0.019
2449748.729 15.716 0.009 15.412 0.009 0.338 0.018
2449755.673 15.752 0.009 15.404 0.011 0.382 0.020
2449798.839 15.769 0.013 15.436 0.009 0.367 0.022
2449822.771 15.725 0.008 15.410 0.008 0.349 0.016
2449824.700 15.715 0.007 15.398 0.010 0.351 0.017
2449825.730 15.636 0.008 15.390 0.009 0.280 0.017
2449827.641 15.680 0.008 15.387 0.008 0.327 0.016
2449833.538 15.719 0.010 15.442 0.010 0.311 0.020
2449834.760 15.761 0.006 15.400 0.010 0.395 0.016
2449836.700 15.744 0.007 15.428 0.010 0.350 0.017
2449837.805 15.788 0.009 15.444 0.008 0.378 0.017
2449842.779 15.819 0.004 15.438 0.009 0.415 0.013
2449844.647 15.769 0.006 15.469 0.009 0.334 0.015
2449845.600 15.766 0.009 15.468 0.010 0.332 0.019
2449856.735 15.818 0.011 15.469 0.010 0.383 0.021
2449858.617 15.891 0.009 15.564 0.010 0.361 0.019
2449880.515 15.762 0.007 15.475 0.009 0.321 0.016
2449892.680 15.749 0.006 15.431 0.009 0.352 0.015
2449895.502 15.761 0.010 15.428 0.009 0.367 0.019
2449922.484 15.763 0.006 15.382 0.008 0.415 0.014
2451106.827 21.635 0.503 20.413 0.161 1.256 0.664
2451128.837 20.715 0.119 20.559 0.249 0.190 0.368
2451226.681 21.122 0.110 21.385 0.546 -0.229 0.656
2451234.674 21.186 0.282 20.658 0.314 0.562 0.596
2451245.603 20.858 0.139 21.626 0.602 -0.734 0.741
2451290.620 21.069 0.169 20.525 0.340 0.578 0.509
2451477.680 17.256 0.013 16.549 0.014 0.741 0.027
2451497.791 17.188 0.011 16.498 0.012 0.724 0.023
2451515.707 17.119 0.011 16.409 0.013 0.744 0.024
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2451525.748 17.014 0.010 16.344 0.011 0.704 0.021
2451544.725 16.545 0.010 16.039 0.010 0.540 0.020
2451552.692 16.366 0.009 15.931 0.010 0.469 0.019
2451564.659 16.615 0.011 15.996 0.011 0.653 0.022
2451579.672 16.602 0.009 16.080 0.011 0.556 0.020
2451615.507 16.074 0.009 15.676 0.009 0.432 0.018
2451621.502 16.090 0.007 15.590 0.010 0.534 0.017
2451623.500 16.020 0.007 15.535 0.010 0.519 0.017
2451629.547 16.044 0.010 15.608 0.010 0.470 0.020
2453326.818 16.956 0.005 16.227 0.004 0.763 0.009
2453355.765 17.261 0.006 16.547 0.005 0.748 0.011
2453359.773 17.089 0.006 16.246 0.004 0.877 0.010
2453363.808 16.806 0.006 16.135 0.005 0.705 0.011
2453370.765 16.881 0.006 16.168 0.005 0.747 0.011
2453376.776 16.664 0.005 15.970 0.004 0.728 0.009
2453390.710 16.357 0.004 15.724 0.004 0.667 0.008
2453398.745 16.108 0.004 15.714 0.004 0.428 0.008
2453409.580 16.427 0.004 15.848 0.003 0.613 0.007
2453715.696 15.793 0.003 15.416 0.003 0.411 0.006
2453720.709 15.803 0.003 15.431 0.003 0.406 0.006
2453727.842 15.674 0.003 15.358 0.003 0.350 0.006
2453738.684 15.730 0.003 15.410 0.003 0.354 0.006
2453747.687 15.740 0.003 15.383 0.003 0.391 0.006
2453756.641 15.745 0.003 15.435 0.003 0.344 0.006
2453766.675 15.789 0.003 15.403 0.003 0.420 0.006
2453769.784 15.705 0.003 15.406 0.003 0.333 0.006
2453774.601 15.829 0.003 15.480 0.003 0.383 0.006
2453783.631 15.891 0.003 15.522 0.003 0.403 0.006
2454064.760 15.868 0.003 15.500 0.003 0.402 0.006
2454072.818 15.696 0.003 15.340 0.003 0.390 0.006
2454078.688 15.773 0.003 15.356 0.003 0.451 0.006
2454103.685 15.851 0.003 15.503 0.003 0.382 0.006
2454113.775 15.810 0.003 15.320 0.003 0.524 0.006
2454127.696 15.768 0.003 15.442 0.003 0.360 0.006
2454351.120 15.725 0.040 15.352 0.267 0.408 0.307
2454352.821 15.775 0.047 15.452 0.306 0.358 0.353
2454373.801 15.732 0.003 15.384 0.003 0.382 0.006
2454396.752 15.669 0.003 15.340 0.003 0.363 0.006
2454409.810 15.785 0.003 15.400 0.004 0.419 0.007
2454423.765 15.645 0.003 15.327 0.003 0.352 0.006
2454434.786 15.672 0.003 15.327 0.003 0.379 0.006
2454443.821 15.700 0.003 15.390 0.003 0.344 0.006
2454454.735 15.685 0.003 15.416 0.004 0.303 0.007
2454462.741 15.758 0.003 15.438 0.003 0.354 0.006
2454470.308 15.666 0.016 15.402 0.015 0.298 0.030
2454472.674 15.659 0.003 15.392 0.003 0.301 0.006
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2454474.122 15.837 0.038 15.431 0.179 0.440 0.217
2454476.095 15.540 0.039 15.523 0.163 0.052 0.202
2454482.835 15.729 0.003 15.428 0.003 0.335 0.006
2454484.047 15.736 0.036 15.369 0.255 0.402 0.291
2454488.769 15.775 0.004 15.377 0.003 0.432 0.007
2454511.674 15.717 0.003 15.358 0.003 0.393 0.006
Table B.11: Calibrated V and I data for LMC203.2 3.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2453004.855 14.326 0.003 13.174 0.003 1.259 0.006
2453036.796 14.579 0.003 13.360 0.003 1.326 0.006
2453335.739 14.482 0.003 13.296 0.003 1.293 0.006
2453357.863 14.486 0.003 13.266 0.003 1.327 0.006
2453360.823 14.419 0.003 13.233 0.003 1.293 0.006
2453376.847 14.493 0.003 13.273 0.003 1.327 0.006
2453378.870 14.497 0.003 13.270 0.003 1.334 0.006
2453385.648 14.531 0.003 13.308 0.003 1.330 0.006
2453394.808 14.647 0.003 13.410 0.003 1.344 0.006
2453396.815 14.660 0.003 13.394 0.003 1.373 0.006
2453717.857 14.578 0.003 13.356 0.003 1.329 0.006
2453726.834 14.615 0.003 13.439 0.003 1.283 0.006
2453735.839 14.618 0.003 13.379 0.003 1.346 0.006
2453746.857 14.486 0.003 13.317 0.003 1.276 0.006
2453753.786 14.508 0.003 13.328 0.003 1.287 0.006
2453762.821 14.493 0.003 13.303 0.003 1.297 0.006
2453777.713 14.446 0.003 13.277 0.003 1.276 0.006
2454068.802 14.708 0.003 13.436 0.003 1.379 0.006
2454075.681 14.736 0.003 13.454 0.003 1.389 0.006
2454113.812 14.477 0.003 13.283 0.003 1.301 0.006
2454396.842 14.327 0.003 13.197 0.003 1.237 0.006
2454415.817 14.407 0.003 13.240 0.003 1.274 0.006
2454424.724 14.544 0.003 13.322 0.003 1.329 0.006
2454437.817 14.324 0.003 13.168 0.003 1.263 0.006
2454452.849 14.461 0.003 13.279 0.003 1.289 0.006
2454466.801 14.474 0.003 13.305 0.003 1.276 0.006
2454469.825 14.360 0.003 13.251 0.003 1.216 0.006
2454484.857 14.262 0.003 13.141 0.003 1.228 0.006
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Table B.12: Calibrated V and I data for LMC_SC15 85515.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449750.788 14.600 0.005 13.348 0.007 1.363 0.012
2449798.745 14.495 0.006 13.307 0.006 1.299 0.012
2449822.600 14.792 0.013 13.578 0.008 1.325 0.021
2449826.783 14.708 0.008 13.432 0.007 1.387 0.015
2449876.593 14.365 0.005 13.168 0.005 1.308 0.010
2449900.553 14.810 0.007 13.459 0.007 1.462 0.014
2451086.837 14.611 0.005 13.300 0.006 1.422 0.011
2451090.765 14.697 0.011 13.375 0.007 1.433 0.018
2451108.777 14.684 0.005 13.412 0.006 1.383 0.011
2451131.824 14.642 0.010 13.368 0.007 1.385 0.017
2451142.764 14.576 0.012 13.301 0.006 1.386 0.018
2451152.722 14.426 0.007 13.229 0.007 1.308 0.014
2451154.737 14.414 0.007 13.221 0.006 1.304 0.013
2451155.693 14.424 0.006 13.213 0.006 1.322 0.012
2451159.753 14.453 0.007 13.230 0.006 1.334 0.013
2451161.817 14.474 0.009 13.246 0.006 1.339 0.015
2451168.760 14.610 0.006 13.318 0.006 1.403 0.012
2451211.669 14.658 0.007 13.403 0.007 1.366 0.014
2451221.581 14.583 0.012 13.313 0.008 1.381 0.020
2451223.671 14.578 0.008 13.324 0.007 1.365 0.015
2451232.656 14.479 0.005 13.249 0.007 1.341 0.012
2451241.543 14.472 0.011 13.210 0.007 1.373 0.018
2451260.590 14.511 0.008 13.276 0.007 1.346 0.015
2451471.732 14.564 0.005 13.336 0.007 1.339 0.012
2451478.751 14.600 0.017 13.345 0.007 1.366 0.024
2451495.735 14.319 0.008 13.152 0.007 1.278 0.015
2451498.656 14.352 0.004 13.167 0.007 1.296 0.011
2451500.796 14.357 0.005 13.180 0.007 1.288 0.012
2451520.707 14.783 0.007 13.440 0.007 1.454 0.014
2451525.684 14.831 0.007 13.495 0.008 1.447 0.015
2451546.672 14.511 0.012 13.273 0.007 1.349 0.019
2451551.695 14.531 0.007 13.305 0.006 1.337 0.013
2451562.600 14.694 0.009 13.418 0.006 1.387 0.015
2451575.641 14.630 0.007 13.379 0.007 1.362 0.014
2451582.626 14.522 0.007 13.310 0.007 1.323 0.014
2451591.584 14.424 0.006 13.243 0.009 1.292 0.015
2451593.600 14.399 0.009 13.238 0.009 1.272 0.018
2451595.577 14.418 0.007 13.224 0.007 1.305 0.014
2451613.570 14.743 0.006 13.465 0.007 1.389 0.013
2451618.644 14.725 0.006 13.458 0.007 1.378 0.013
2451621.534 14.683 0.008 13.406 0.007 1.388 0.015
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2451630.494 14.413 0.007 13.206 0.008 1.318 0.015
2454471.086 14.601 0.019 13.088 0.010 1.624 0.029
2454474.001 14.523 0.020 13.548 0.008 1.086 0.028
B.2 Small Magellanic Cloud
Table B.13: Calibrated V and I data for SMC103.6 8671.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2453326.573 16.237 0.004 14.596 0.004 1.784 0.008
2453337.671 16.123 0.005 14.527 0.004 1.739 0.009
2453355.595 16.103 0.004 14.481 0.004 1.765 0.008
2453362.614 16.200 0.005 14.547 0.004 1.796 0.009
2453366.569 16.221 0.005 14.561 0.004 1.803 0.009
2453370.588 16.199 0.004 14.536 0.004 1.806 0.008
2453374.592 16.141 0.004 14.497 0.004 1.787 0.008
2453653.760 15.884 0.004 14.326 0.004 1.701 0.008
2453657.684 15.847 0.004 14.302 0.004 1.688 0.008
2453663.622 15.815 0.004 14.290 0.004 1.668 0.008
2453675.695 15.808 0.003 14.279 0.004 1.672 0.007
2453688.636 15.922 0.004 14.339 0.004 1.726 0.008
2453694.640 16.000 0.003 14.428 0.004 1.715 0.007
2453704.674 16.013 0.004 14.444 0.004 1.712 0.008
2453714.606 15.853 0.004 14.335 0.004 1.661 0.008
2454349.139 16.096 0.335 14.124 0.450 1.367 0.785
2454392.376 15.875 0.039 14.184 0.025 1.085 0.064
2454471.005 15.709 0.155 14.064 0.132 1.040 0.287
2454473.970 16.065 0.211 15.328 0.604 0.132 0.815
2454476.964 16.293 0.134 14.402 0.095 1.285 0.229
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Table B.14: Calibrated V and I data for SMC105.6 22488.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449670.826 20.813 0.098 20.092 0.140 0.873 0.238
2449684.782 20.608 0.412 19.955 0.119 0.805 0.531
2449686.738 20.708 0.088 20.062 0.137 0.798 0.225
2449688.868 20.782 0.084 20.003 0.106 0.931 0.190
2449697.700 20.768 0.097 20.441 0.200 0.479 0.297
2449708.704 21.125 0.494 20.057 0.196 1.220 0.690
2449728.719 20.874 0.101 19.919 0.110 1.107 0.211
2449746.607 20.938 0.133 19.949 0.131 1.141 0.264
2449750.542 20.660 0.078 19.839 0.182 0.973 0.260
2449752.776 20.758 0.114 20.015 0.143 0.895 0.257
2449765.553 20.538 0.240 20.065 0.220 0.625 0.460
2449769.550 20.765 0.224 19.921 0.139 0.996 0.363
2449772.550 20.759 0.140 20.038 0.153 0.873 0.293
2449776.676 20.812 0.110 19.945 0.147 1.019 0.257
2449783.580 20.713 0.084 20.082 0.126 0.783 0.210
2449784.619 20.676 0.087 19.830 0.122 0.998 0.209
2449788.607 20.669 0.081 19.949 0.121 0.872 0.202
2449795.568 20.451 0.204 20.331 0.214 0.272 0.418
2449797.689 20.815 0.214 19.924 0.131 1.043 0.345
2449800.604 20.637 0.144 19.921 0.105 0.868 0.249
2449808.630 20.425 0.198 20.420 0.336 0.157 0.534
2449817.629 20.745 0.104 20.093 0.161 0.804 0.265
2449820.669 20.461 0.153 20.008 0.133 0.605 0.286
2449822.589 20.392 0.145 19.779 0.107 0.765 0.252
2449838.562 20.719 0.073 19.682 0.147 1.189 0.220
2449856.545 20.612 0.196 20.180 0.211 0.584 0.407
2451083.756 20.517 0.149 19.380 0.066 1.289 0.215
2451112.729 20.947 0.157 19.695 0.103 1.404 0.260
2451492.555 20.655 0.079 20.356 0.279 0.451 0.358
2451524.660 20.791 0.125 20.060 0.174 0.883 0.299
2453327.575 17.904 0.013 15.401 0.006 2.655 0.019
2453338.560 17.774 0.011 15.290 0.006 2.636 0.017
2453363.577 17.351 0.011 14.967 0.004 2.536 0.015
2453367.637 17.375 0.013 15.021 0.004 2.506 0.017
2453372.570 17.472 0.009 15.091 0.004 2.533 0.013
2453376.546 17.532 0.011 15.148 0.004 2.536 0.015
2453380.533 17.621 0.014 15.244 0.007 2.529 0.021
2453652.645 19.310 0.033 16.483 0.010 2.979 0.043
2453656.647 19.314 0.045 16.314 0.010 3.152 0.055
2453663.634 19.029 0.051 16.129 0.011 3.052 0.062
2453665.667 18.959 0.028 16.097 0.008 3.014 0.036
2453672.606 18.755 0.021 15.913 0.007 2.994 0.028
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2453684.575 18.187 0.015 15.450 0.006 2.889 0.021
2453688.538 17.883 0.016 15.307 0.006 2.728 0.022
2453694.583 17.631 0.010 15.122 0.004 2.661 0.014
2453704.614 17.450 0.010 14.944 0.004 2.658 0.014
2453712.567 17.292 0.010 14.870 0.004 2.574 0.014
2453718.553 17.241 0.012 14.851 0.004 2.542 0.016
2453980.662 17.480 0.009 15.334 0.006 2.298 0.015
2454105.574 19.717 0.106 17.007 0.017 2.862 0.123
2454382.705 20.325 0.081 17.429 0.022 3.048 0.103
2454393.684 19.922 0.071 17.023 0.018 3.051 0.089
2454396.658 19.719 0.082 16.884 0.017 2.987 0.099
2454404.665 19.331 0.042 16.613 0.015 2.870 0.057
2454407.652 19.296 0.037 16.554 0.013 2.894 0.050
2454415.669 19.231 0.027 16.500 0.011 2.883 0.038
2454418.614 19.220 0.028 16.495 0.011 2.877 0.039
2454426.553 19.323 0.065 16.628 0.015 2.847 0.080
2454428.569 19.533 0.099 16.661 0.017 3.024 0.116
2454436.597 19.544 0.034 16.860 0.015 2.836 0.049
2454444.579 19.563 0.043 16.902 0.021 2.813 0.064
2454455.598 19.583 0.069 17.083 0.020 2.652 0.089
Table B.15: Calibrated V and I data for SMC133.4 11928.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2453314.556 17.043 0.007 14.957 0.006 2.258 0.013
2453327.548 17.024 0.006 14.963 0.004 2.233 0.010
2453334.543 17.067 0.011 14.945 0.004 2.273 0.015
2453338.590 17.201 0.010 15.133 0.004 2.240 0.014
2453363.545 17.077 0.007 14.937 0.004 2.312 0.011
2453367.609 16.995 0.008 14.875 0.004 2.292 0.012
2453556.871 16.613 0.006 14.641 0.004 2.144 0.010
2453558.889 16.620 0.005 14.649 0.004 2.143 0.009
2453560.895 16.613 0.005 14.644 0.004 2.141 0.009
2453561.885 16.608 0.005 14.637 0.004 2.143 0.009
2453568.935 16.590 0.005 14.620 0.004 2.142 0.009
2453569.845 16.576 0.005 14.614 0.004 2.134 0.009
2453572.946 16.555 0.008 14.591 0.004 2.136 0.012
2453574.900 16.555 0.007 14.592 0.004 2.135 0.011
2453575.820 16.557 0.006 14.591 0.004 2.138 0.010
2453579.917 16.567 0.005 14.599 0.004 2.140 0.009
2453583.903 16.583 0.005 14.607 0.004 2.148 0.009
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2453586.893 16.593 0.005 14.628 0.004 2.137 0.009
2453589.906 16.616 0.004 14.637 0.004 2.151 0.008
2453591.869 16.624 0.005 14.642 0.004 2.154 0.009
2453596.910 16.561 0.005 14.605 0.004 2.128 0.009
2453601.827 16.572 0.007 14.592 0.004 2.152 0.011
2453603.786 16.588 0.006 14.618 0.004 2.142 0.010
2453607.856 16.632 0.005 14.649 0.004 2.155 0.009
2453608.820 16.608 0.005 14.653 0.004 2.127 0.009
2453617.812 16.423 0.005 14.505 0.004 2.090 0.009
2453618.844 16.410 0.004 14.486 0.004 2.096 0.008
2453620.884 16.377 0.004 14.459 0.004 2.090 0.008
2453625.828 16.329 0.004 14.423 0.004 2.078 0.008
2453630.798 16.333 0.006 14.429 0.004 2.076 0.010
2453639.743 16.394 0.004 14.491 0.004 2.075 0.008
2453644.736 16.376 0.004 14.497 0.004 2.051 0.008
2453650.701 16.374 0.004 14.488 0.004 2.058 0.008
2453651.729 16.368 0.004 14.473 0.004 2.067 0.008
2453653.700 16.373 0.004 14.485 0.004 2.060 0.008
2453654.716 16.385 0.004 14.491 0.004 2.066 0.008
2453655.650 16.388 0.004 14.491 0.004 2.069 0.008
2453655.668 16.357 0.005 14.401 0.004 2.107 0.009
2453656.783 16.389 0.005 14.489 0.004 2.072 0.009
2453657.620 16.387 0.005 14.507 0.004 2.052 0.009
2453658.603 16.361 0.008 14.412 0.004 2.100 0.012
2453658.719 16.389 0.006 14.499 0.004 2.062 0.010
2453660.721 16.372 0.006 14.487 0.004 2.057 0.010
2453661.720 16.366 0.005 14.474 0.004 2.064 0.009
2453663.677 16.364 0.005 14.452 0.004 2.084 0.009
2453664.610 16.344 0.004 14.445 0.004 2.071 0.008
2453664.675 16.334 0.005 14.359 0.004 2.126 0.009
2453665.728 16.347 0.004 14.452 0.004 2.067 0.008
2453666.656 16.341 0.004 14.430 0.004 2.083 0.008
2453666.699 16.319 0.005 14.344 0.004 2.126 0.009
2453672.646 16.331 0.004 14.418 0.004 2.085 0.008
2453674.822 16.330 0.004 14.433 0.004 2.069 0.008
2453675.636 16.292 0.005 14.355 0.004 2.088 0.009
2453675.762 16.342 0.004 14.451 0.004 2.063 0.008
2453676.699 16.345 0.004 14.455 0.004 2.062 0.008
2453683.644 16.408 0.004 14.510 0.004 2.070 0.008
2453684.613 16.415 0.004 14.506 0.004 2.081 0.008
2453685.614 16.360 0.005 14.413 0.004 2.098 0.009
2453685.676 16.398 0.004 14.499 0.004 2.071 0.008
2453686.560 16.393 0.005 14.489 0.004 2.076 0.009
2453688.601 16.387 0.005 14.482 0.004 2.077 0.009
2453689.554 16.389 0.005 14.468 0.004 2.093 0.009
2453690.650 16.378 0.006 14.460 0.004 2.090 0.010
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Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2453692.614 16.340 0.005 14.436 0.004 2.076 0.009
2453693.613 16.323 0.004 14.428 0.004 2.067 0.008
2453694.541 16.298 0.006 14.343 0.004 2.106 0.010
2453694.578 16.312 0.004 14.427 0.004 2.057 0.008
2453695.636 16.298 0.004 14.411 0.004 2.059 0.008
2453696.644 16.285 0.004 14.404 0.004 2.053 0.008
2453699.655 16.281 0.004 14.409 0.004 2.044 0.008
2453702.556 16.248 0.005 14.344 0.004 2.055 0.009
2453706.563 16.258 0.005 14.347 0.004 2.062 0.009
2453719.587 16.392 0.007 14.440 0.004 2.103 0.011
2453740.555 16.437 0.005 14.590 0.004 1.998 0.009
2454348.923 18.152 0.074 16.490 0.034 1.813 0.108
2454349.749 17.183 0.009 14.991 0.004 2.343 0.013
2454371.643 16.901 0.009 14.795 0.004 2.257 0.013
2454385.914 16.061 0.015 16.207 0.015 0.006 0.030
2454392.405 16.284 0.017 14.800 0.020 1.635 0.036
2454397.696 16.663 0.008 14.637 0.004 2.177 0.012
2454403.634 16.630 0.007 14.621 0.004 2.160 0.011
2454408.637 16.591 0.006 14.602 0.004 2.140 0.010
2454411.650 16.570 0.006 14.588 0.004 2.133 0.010
2454419.338 16.865 0.016 15.210 0.016 1.806 0.032
2454421.341 16.877 0.027 15.438 0.012 1.591 0.040
2454421.667 16.570 0.006 14.583 0.004 2.138 0.010
2454422.306 16.824 0.013 15.288 0.011 1.687 0.024
2454424.337 16.907 0.020 15.398 0.017 1.660 0.037
2454424.587 16.541 0.007 14.562 0.004 2.130 0.011
2454426.626 16.525 0.007 14.534 0.004 2.142 0.011
2454428.565 16.519 0.009 14.534 0.004 2.136 0.013
2454441.578 16.471 0.006 14.506 0.004 2.116 0.010
2454456.561 16.523 0.008 14.524 0.004 2.150 0.012
2454470.967 17.730 0.026 16.474 0.007 1.407 0.033
2454473.911 17.694 0.018 16.593 0.007 1.252 0.025
2454475.943 17.431 0.021 16.384 0.006 1.199 0.027
2454476.942 17.691 0.015 16.356 0.007 1.487 0.021
2454481.039 17.443 0.022 16.400 0.006 1.194 0.028
2454483.974 17.504 0.021 16.294 0.008 1.361 0.029
2454502.912 17.082 0.024 16.420 0.012 0.813 0.036
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Table B.16: Calibrated V and I data for SMC_SC3 172361.
Julian Date V magnitude V error I magnitude I error V -I V -I error
2449670.819 17.498 0.011 14.800 0.008 2.940 0.019
2449684.774 17.458 0.015 14.795 0.008 2.905 0.023
2449686.731 17.477 0.010 14.753 0.008 2.966 0.018
2449688.860 17.446 0.011 14.774 0.008 2.914 0.019
2449697.692 17.385 0.008 14.731 0.008 2.896 0.016
2449707.699 17.344 0.017 14.700 0.008 2.886 0.025
2449708.696 17.356 0.017 14.669 0.009 2.929 0.026
2449728.711 17.271 0.010 14.665 0.007 2.848 0.017
2449746.599 17.443 0.014 14.710 0.008 2.975 0.022
2449750.534 17.458 0.011 14.725 0.010 2.975 0.021
2449752.768 17.519 0.011 14.742 0.008 3.019 0.019
2449765.546 17.497 0.018 14.757 0.009 2.982 0.027
2449769.542 17.447 0.013 14.760 0.008 2.929 0.021
2449772.542 17.512 0.012 14.758 0.009 2.996 0.021
2449776.669 17.455 0.014 14.750 0.008 2.947 0.022
2449783.572 17.636 0.018 14.748 0.007 3.130 0.025
2449784.611 17.510 0.012 14.776 0.008 2.976 0.020
2449788.599 17.510 0.014 14.775 0.008 2.977 0.022
2449795.561 17.514 0.018 14.782 0.008 2.974 0.026
2449797.681 17.545 0.018 14.799 0.008 2.988 0.026
2449800.596 17.543 0.016 14.793 0.008 2.992 0.024
2449808.620 17.511 0.013 14.797 0.010 2.956 0.023
2449817.621 17.559 0.013 14.783 0.008 3.018 0.021
2449822.581 17.602 0.018 14.851 0.007 2.993 0.025
2449838.554 17.794 0.016 14.861 0.008 3.175 0.024
2451083.748 18.608 0.048 15.520 0.005 3.330 0.053
2451113.720 18.683 0.031 15.527 0.008 3.398 0.039
2454349.013 18.015 0.247 14.615 0.043 3.642 0.290
2454349.035 19.162 0.287 16.867 0.045 2.538 0.331
2454473.941 17.868 0.059 16.606 0.029 1.504 0.088
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Appendix C
Gradient Plots
Data from 18 stars were available for analysis in this thesis. Due to only a few data points
existing for LMC104.4 56018 and LMC109.3 5316, only a recovery phase analysis of 16 stars
was undertaken. A detailed discussion of LMC100.6 48589, LMC104.4 60857, LMC161.3
45704, LMC103.3 15150, LMC169.7 40649 and SMC105.6 22488, along with their light curves
and CMDs are presented in Chapter 5. All the plots are included as Appendix C, 32 figures
in total (16 light curves and 16 CMDs).
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C.1 Large Magellanic Cloud
Figure C.1: LMC100.6 48589: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
114
Figure C.2: LMC101.7 8114: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
115
Figure C.3: LMC103.3 15150: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
116
Figure C.4: LMC104.4 60857: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
117
Figure C.5: LMC109.6 21921: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
118
Figure C.6: LMC112.6 8722: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
119
Figure C.7: LMC161.3 45704: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
120
Figure C.8: LMC164.1 16431: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
121
Figure C.9: LMC169.7 40649: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
122
Figure C.10: LMC170.4 12337: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
123
Figure C.11: LMC203.2 3: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
124
Figure C.12: LMC_SC15 85515: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
125
C.2 Small Magellanic Cloud
Figure C.13: SMC103.6 8671: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
126
Figure C.14: SMC105.6 22488: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
127
Figure C.15: SMC133.4 11928: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
128
Figure C.16: SMC_SC3 172361: (a) light curve and (b) CMD.
129

Appendix D
Pulsation Plots
The pulsational behaviour of nine RCB stars was analysed in this thesis (Chapter 6). Sections
D.1 and D.2 display the periodograms and plots of the possible periods occurring in these
stars (V data - light, I data - dark). Sections D.3 and D.4 present the folded or phased data
for each of the stars in both the V and I filters. The periods identified in each of these stars
using the two methods of analysis in Chapter 6 are tabulated in Tables and 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.
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D.1 Large Magellanic Cloud - Fourier analysis
Figure D.1: LMC109.6 21921: (a) periodogram and (b) possible periods.
132
Figure D.2: LMC112.6 8722: (a) periodogram and (b) possible periods.
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Figure D.3: LMC164.1 16431: (a) periodogram and (b) possible periods.
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Figure D.4: LMC170.4 12337: (a) periodogram and (b) possible periods.
135
Figure D.5: LMC203.2 3: (a) periodogram and (b) possible periods.
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Figure D.6: LMC_SC15 85515: (a) periodogram and (b) possible periods.
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D.2 Small Magellanic Cloud - Fourier analysis
Figure D.7: SMC103.6 8671: (a) periodogram and (b) possible periods.
138
Figure D.8: SMC133.4 11928: (a) periodogram and (b) possible periods.
139
Figure D.9: SMC_SC3 172361: (a) periodogram and (b) possible periods.
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D.3 Large Magellanic Cloud - Folded data
Figure D.10: LMC109.6 21921: (a) folded V and (b) folded I.
141
Figure D.11: LMC112.6 8722: (a) folded V and (b) folded I.
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Figure D.12: LMC164.1 16431: (a) folded V and (b) folded I. The data point circled in blue
represents the final data point collected at maximum light before the decline took place. For
both the V and I data this point occurs at a pulsation phase between 0.7 and 0.8 of a cycle.
Historical evidence for RY Sgr suggests that this takes place at the maximum light phase of
the pulsation cycle which also corresponds to the time of minimum stellar radius (Pugach
1977).
143
Figure D.13: LMC170.4 12337: (a) folded V and (b) folded I.
144
Figure D.14: LMC203.2 3: (a) folded V and (b) folded I.
145
Figure D.15: LMC_SC15 85515: (a) folded V and (b) folded I.
146
D.4 Small Magellanic Cloud - Folded data
Figure D.16: SMC103.6 8671: (a) folded V and (b) folded I.
147
Figure D.17: SMC133.4 11928: (a) folded V and (b) folded I.
148
Figure D.18: SMC_SC3 172361: (a) folded V and (b) folded I.
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D.5 Dominant period subtraction
Figure D.19: The LMC109.6 21921 V (green) and I (black) data after the dominant period
of 39 days has been subtracted. The label on the vertical axis (M-Mfit) represents the
original magnitude (for both V and I ) minus the magnitude of the blue curves shown in
Figure D.10.
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Figure D.20: The periodogram for LMC109.6 21921 (V data - green, I data - black) after
subtraction of the dominant period (39 days).
Figure D.21: A plot of the possible periods occurring in LMC109.6 21921 (V data - green,
I data - black) after subtraction of the dominant period (39 days).
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Figure D.22: The LMC112.6 8722 V (green) and I (black) data after the dominant period of
36 days has been subtracted. The label on the vertical axis (M-Mfit) represents the original
magnitude (for both V and I ) minus the magnitude of the blue curves shown in Figure D.11.
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Figure D.23: The periodogram for LMC112.6 8722 (V data - green, I data - black) after
subtraction of the dominant period (36 days).
Figure D.24: A plot of the possible periods occurring in LMC112.6 8722 (V data - green, I
data - black) after subtraction of the dominant period (36 days).
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